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BEAUTY AND THE BARGE

ACT I.

SCENE. A corner of a garden on the top of a cliff.

On the right, near the footlights, a path winds off

through the shrubbery ; a little further up, on the

right, but slantingly c., there is a wide gap in the

bushes, fenced off by a low, wooden railing, through

which there is a glimpse of the sea, sheer below the

cliff, with the coastline fading away in the distance.

At the back c. more shrubbery, interrupted in the

left corner back by another gap, with a view of the

valley of a tidal river, with indications of a small

town. At the back R. c., also a flag staff, with the

Union Jack hanging from it, and a telescope on a

tripod. Then, halfway down L., a wider path leads

to the house. Another narrow path off left, near foot-

lights. On the right between the path and the gap,

a rustic seat, below this a stool, other garden chairs

R. c. and L. In the centre of the stage a flower-bed.

It is late afternoon on a summer's day.

(MAJOR SMEDLEY is discovered on the rustic seat, top

end, pretending to read his
"
Morning Post," his
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stick on seat. MRS. SMEDLEY is seated on stool R.,

pretending to be at work on a black mantle. LUCY is

seated up R. c., pretending to read a novel on chair L.

MRS. BALDWIN is pretending to be trimming a very

simple hat. As a matter of fact, all the women are

furtively crying and blowing their noses.

MAJOR, (unable to endure it any longer, crushes the

newspaper in his hand and flings it down and takes up
stick) Confound and dash it ! (rises, goes down c.

)

MRS. SMEDLEY. (R., shocked) William ! Such

language ! (pointing to LUCY) Your niece !

MAJOR, (c., curtly) I beg pardon, Lucy ; they
were expressions

LUCY, (up R. c., through her tears) I don't mind,

uncle. This novel's by a woman.

MAJOR. But it's too bad. I am naturally of a

genial and sociable nature, and how the deuce can I

be genial and sociable when you women sit here

snivelling ?

MRS. SMEDLEY. We are thinking of Ethel.

MAJOR, (goes to R. c., pushes newspaper under seat

with stick) Why the devil can't you think of your
work, (over MRS. SMEDLEY) What are you making,
Susan ?

MRS. SMEDLEY. A cloak for the Almshouse

w-w-women.

MAJOR, (turns to L.) And you, Mrs. Baldwin.

(comes to c.)

MRS. BALDWIN, (sobbing) Oh don't. Oh, I'm
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trimming a hat for a benighted little heathen ! Oh,

my poor Miss Ethel.

MAJOR. Ha ! you're pitying her ! You're all

pitying her !

MRS. SMEDLEY. She is my daughter.

LUCY. Poor Ethel ! Locked in her room, on

such a fine day.

MAJOR. Insubordination ! (goes to R. c.) Rank

insubordination ! from my only child, (sits on seat.)

MRS. SMEDLEY. She is so like you.

MAJOR, (fans himself with his hat, then places it on

seat) A self-willed, pig-headed

MRS. SMEDLEY. Ye-s.

MAJOR. En !

MRS. SMEDLEY. No ! !

MAJOR. H'm I'll keep her locked up a fortnight.

(ETHEL, a charming young girl, enters up L., hardly

more than a schoolgirl, simply dressed, peers out

from the lushes, sees the group, and quickly crosses

to bush c., disappears.)

(continuing) She shall starve, Susan or marry
Herbert Manners, (calling) Mrs. Baldwin !

(MRS. BALDWIN blows her nose.)

Mrs. Baldwin !

MRS. BALDWIN. Yes, sir. (rises, haves hat on

grass, comes to c.)

MAJOR, (rising, goes to c., handing her a large door

ketj) Here's the key. Go and tell her to come here.
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MRS. BALDWIN. Yes, sir. Oh, the poor darling.

(goes up L. c. to the path L.)

MAJOR, (shouts, MRS. BALDWIN starts) She's on

parole, tell her.

(Exit MRS. BALDWIN.)

She's to go back to her room the moment I've done

with her unless unless she (is now by the flower-

bed, pointing to it) Tshah !

(MRS. BALDWIN and LUCY slowly rise too on tiptoe

in anguish as he raves.)

Here ! What's this what the devil's this ?

(WOMEN sit again.)

MRS. SMEDLEY. Oh, William, what ?

MAJOR. Somebody's been jumping into the flower-

bed. Look !

(MRS. SMEDLEY rises, comes to R. c.)

(sternly) Was it you, Susan ?

MRS. SMEDLEY. For shame, William, (goes to R.)

MAJOR. Lucy you ?

LUCY, (indignant) Uncle !

MAJOR. Then who was it ?

MRS. SMEDLEY. (sits) Rabbits, William.

MAJOR. Rabbits, with high heels, (shouts)

Dibbs! Dibbs! Where the devil's Dibbs ?

MRS. SMEDLEY. Not so loud, William, he'll hear

you.

MAJOR. What d'ye s'pose I'm calling him for?

MRS. SMEDLEY. I mean he'll hear you swearing.
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MAJOR. That he certainly shall, (shouts) Dibits!

What the

MRS. SMEDLEY. William !

MAJOR, (glares at her] How the

MRS. SMEDLEY. William !

MAJOR, (glares) Dibbs-s-s !

(Enter DIBBS, an elderly gardener, L. 1. E. He is eating,

and has his mouth full of bread and cheese.)

DIBBS. Was you calling me, sir ?

MAJOR, (hoarsely) D'you suppose I shout
"
Dibbs

"
for exercise, (points to the flower-bed)

What's this ?

(DIBBS goes c.)

(shouts, DIBBS starts) What the devil's this ?

DIBBS. Them's hydringers and (goes in front to

R. c.) Well, I'm ! They've come out again !

Not a quarter of an hour ago I raked 'em over.

MAJOR. Rake 'em over again ! (shouts) Rake

'em over again !

(DiBBS crosses to L. with a run.)

Where are you going ?

DIBBS. To get my barrer. (he goes off L. i. E.)

MAJOR, (shouts after him) Confound and dash it,

sir, are you going to rake the flower-bed with a

barrow ?

MRS. SMEDLEY. William if Dibbs raked the

flower-bed a quarter of an hour ago, and there are

footprints now, she must have been out.
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MAJOR. Who ? Ethel ? Stuff and nonsense, (sits

L.) She's locked up and she can't jump.
ETHEL, (from her hiding-place, c.) Oh, what

stories ! Look !

(She takes a run, jumps and lands in the middle of the

bed.)

LUCY \

and
[

(with a scream) Ethel !

MRS. SMEDLEY. j

(LucY rises, goes to seat R.)

MAJOR, (speechless) Eth ! Come here.

(ETHEL backs off bed to R.C. saying
"
No.")

Come here !

(ETHEL comes on to bed.)

No, not that way !

(ETHEL back to R. c.)

That way !

(ETHEL comes at back of bed to L. c.)

Didn't I lock you up ?

ETHEL. Did you ?

(MRS. SMEDLEY sits.)

MAJOR. Did I ! Did I ! How did you get out ?

ETHEL, (looks at him) Why, it was so fine, and I

know how anxious you are I should take exercise,

so I I went for a stroll.

MAJOR. But how did you get out ?

ETHEL. By the window.
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MAJOR, (on the rustic seat) Upon my soul

(shouts), upon my soul

(ETHEL retreats round bed comes to L. c.)

Come here, come here.

(ETHEL goes to him demurely.)

Now then, are you going to marry Herbert Manners,

or are you not ?

ETHEL. Oh, father, it's awfully good of you to let

me choose.

MAJOR, (apoplectic) Let you choose !

ETHEL, (continuing) And I am not.

MAJOR. Ha are you aware he has come all the

way from Russia to get married ?

ETHEL. So he can, papa. He can get married to

somebody else.

MAJOR. Are you aware he may be here at any
moment ?

ETHEL. Yes, father.

MAJOR. And I've got to go and meet him at the

station ?

ETHEL. Yes, father.

MAJOR, (bursting out) Confound and dash it !

Don't keep on saying
"
Yes, father."

ETHEL. Yes, father I mean, no, father.

MRS. SMEDLEY. Don't infuriate your father, child.

ETHEL. No, mamma.
MAJOR. Are you aware you are engaged to him ?

ETHEL. Oh, but a girl doesn't have to marry
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everybody she's engaged to. It wouldn't be nice,

you know.

MRS. SMEDLEY. (approvingly) You couldn't ex-

pect that of her, William.

MAJOR. If you don't want to marry him, why did

you get engaged to him?

ETHEL. Well, I don't know. I didn't think it

mattered much, as he was going away. And besides,

Cissie O'Shaughnessy and I had a bet as to which

would get engaged first and I won. (goes to c.)

(Lucy rises, comes to c. at back.)

MAJOR, (struggling with his feelings) Bet ? Won ?

ETHEL, (with mild triumph) Yes. She isn't

engaged yet. (thoughtfully) It isn't for want of

trying, either, (up K. c.)

(The MAJOR rises, chokes and stares wildly, and is

about to speak sits the three women rise on tiptoe

in anguish until he collapses with a grunt.)

MRS. SMEDLEY. Hsh ! William ! William !

MAJOR, (hoarsely) All right, my dear.

(LucY sits up R. c.)

(MRS. SMEDLEY sits R.)

MRS. SMEDLEY. (to ETHEL). Have you any
decided objection bo Herbert, Ethel ?

ETHEL. (Meets above MRS. SMEDLEY) No. I

don't like him well enough to object to him.

(DiBBS comes on L. 2 E ? with his barrow and rake,
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(Jtan, down L. c.
;
he is dragging the barroiv

behind him.)

He's been gone a year, you see, and I don't remember

him. The part I do remember I don't like.

MAJOR. Don't like- ?

ETHEL. No. Besides I don't want to get married

at all. (simply) I want to live my own life, and do

good to others.

(This is too much for DIBBS, who is going. He gives an

irrepressible explosive chuckle ETHEL stares at him

haughtily. MRS. SMEDLEY and LUCY look sur-

prised.)

MAJOR. Do good to others

(DiBBS laughs.)

Dibbs ! What the devil are you laughing for ?

DIBBS. I wasn't laughing.

(Exit L. 2 E., another laugh off.)

MAJOR. Do good to others ! You who how ?

ETHEL. I want to be a hospital nurse.

MRS. SMEDLEY. Oh, you wicked girl ! Think of

the poor patients.

MAJOR. Stuff and nonsense. You must have

some other reason.

ETHEL, (runs to MAJOR, kneels) I don't want to

leave my dear father.

MRS. SMEDLEY. You can't always expect to be

tied to
your father's apron strings.
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MAJOK. (rises, crosses to c., spluttering) Apron

strings ! Ap
MRS. SMEDLEY. Hush, William.

MAJOR, (hoarsely) All right. It's a perfectly

reasonable sentiment, Susan, (to ETHEL) But then

partings have to happen, my girl, they are natural,

and desirable very desirable.

ETHEL, (runs to him, head on his shoulder) Well,

it'll take more than Mr. Manners to part us. (LuCY

rises, places ctiair c. and goes to seat R., sits)

MAJOR. Yes, yes, but I wish it.

ETHEL. You have often told me we ought not to

consider our own wishes, when the good of other

people is concerned.

MAJOR. Fiddlesticks ! I have promised. You
have promised, (goes to L. c.) I -

(to LUCY) Get

out of the way. (LuCY rises and goes up MAJOR sits)

I mean to keep my word and to see you keep yours.

ETHEL, (tragically) There is a last reason !

(goes to L. c.)

MAJOR. Ah !

ETHEL. I love another.

LUCY. Ethel ! (goes to MAJOR)

(Bombshell MRS. SMEDLEY springs up. The MAJOR
is on the point of an explosion, but restrains himself

by a supernatural effort.)

MAJOR. Keep quiet, Susan, keep perfectly quiet !

Now then, miss, who is he ? What's his name ?

Where does he live ?
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ETHEL, (with exaltation) I don't know his name,
father

;
nor who he is

;
nor where he lives. Some-

where in a little blue cloud, I think and I have never

seen him.

MAJOR, (rises, foaming) Little blue cloud
j

Little bl What the devil do you mean ? (comes

to c.)

ETHEL. I mean, I feel I could love another, be-

cause I don't love Mr. Manners, (goes down L.)

MAJOR. The girl's mad, stark, staring mad.

(quietly) Now, look here, I'm going to drive down

to the station and meet Manners. When I come

back I expect to see you suitably dressed, and pre-

pared to receive him properly as your affianced hus-

band. If you don't, I'll never speak to you again.

ETHEL, (with deep sympathy) Poor father

MAJOR. I'll cut you off with a shilling, (shouts)

And the first thing to-morrow morning I'll pack you
off to your Aunt Jane in the Orkneys.

ETHEL, (alarmed) Aunt Jane ? Oh, I won't go !

I won't (jo \ (sits L., kicking stage)

MAJOR. And there you shall stay, till you're in

your right mind. That's my last word
;

and you
know me. Come along, Susan, (going up L. collides

with harrow foams, limps, goes up between bed and

barrow to LUCY, who is up R. c.)

(MRS. SMEDLEY goes L. to ETHEL, kisses her and

whispers, then goes up L. c. to L.)

(to LUCY) Talk to her. Give her a little common

sense ! (goes to R., gets his hat) She wants it.
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(MAJOR turns and is going across to up L., nearly

falls on bed, goes round back of it to L. c.)

Damn the garden damn !

MRS. SMEDLEY. William !

(Exit L. 2 E.)

MAJOR, (hoarsely) I know.

(Exit L. 2 E.)

(LucY goes to ETHEL, L. c.)

ETHEL, (as LUCY approaches her above her)

Lucy if you speak to me, I'll throw myself over the

cliff, (goes to R.)

LUCY. What's the matter, dear ?

ETHEL, (sighs) I'm not twenty-one.

LUCY. Oh, well, you will be soon.

ETHEL, (impatiently) Oh, you're so matter of

fact. You don't see what it implies ;
I'm always

having to obsy. And if I obsy my father now, I

shall have to obey Mr. Manners all the rest of my life.

(crosses to L. c.) People live to be a hundred some-

time 3 (sorrowfully) and I'm particularly healthy.

Think think of having to obey a total stranger eighty

long years ! (crosses to R.) I won't do it ! I won't

do it ! (sits on ssat R.)

LUCY, (crosses to R. c.) You'll get to know each

other by that time.

ETHEL. And the worst of it is, I have no excuse

my father can understand. Herbert Mr. Manners,
is unobjectionable.
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LUCY, (pensively) Herbert Bertie it is a beau-

tiful name.

ETHEL. He's not repulsive to look at.

LUCY. I've only seen his photograph. That is

quite lovely.

ETHEL. He's good-tempered.

LUCY. How lucky for you.

"ETHEL, (with a glance of suspicion at LUCY, who

steps back) Well educated

LUCY. You have shown me some of his letters.

His description of how his nose was frozen in Moscow

was a poem.
ETHEL. / say I'm engaged to him you know-

not you.

LUCY. But you don't want to marry him.

ETHEL. Rather not. I will die first, (rises)

Oh, I wish I could run away.

LUCY. Oh ! where to ? (goes to her)

ETHEL. To London. I'd go on the stage.

LUCY. Ethel !

ETHEL. I would. I know Portia by heart.

(crosses to c.) But what can I do, I can't get to Lon-

don. I've no money. I couldn't walk it. Or bike

it. (astepupL.c.) Ah! (looks off through ytip Hjt L.)

There's the river !

LUCY, (comes to c., horrified) Oh ! You're not

thinking of that !

ETHEL. (goes to LUCY) You silly ! I mean, if I

had a boat, I could drift with the tide. Wouldn't it

be romantic ? (swings round LUCY to down K.)
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LUCY. Well (takes ETHEL to c.), look here, dear,

we'll put our heads together to-night when Mrs.

Baldwin's doing our hair. Now I'll go and get you
a cup of tea.

(Exit L. 2 E.)

ETHEL. (L. c., tragically) Tea ! As if I could

think of tea. (goes up c. as LUCY disappears) Three

lumps, mind, (turns up L. c., just in time to see

SETON's head appearing over the edge of the cliff upft.c.)

Gives a little scream) Oh !

SETON. Oh, I say I beg your pardon.

ETHEL. What are you doing there ?

SETON. Hanging on !

ETHEL. How dare you ! (goes up L. c. a few steps)

SETON. Well, if I didn't, I should drop.

ETHEL. Don't you know these grounds are pri-

vate ?

SETON. No, I didn't. I saw the flag and I just

came up to have a look.

ETHEL. Do you mean to say you climbed the face

of the cliff ?

SETON. Well, I haven't got wings yet.

ETHEL. This is Major Smedley's garden, and you'd

better go down before he catches you here.

SETON. Thank you. Fact is, it's not so easy to

go down as it was to come up.

ETHEL, (goes up ton. c., scornfully) Oh, if you're

afraid (moves chair R. c. to c.)

SETON. I wasn't afraid to come up.
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ETHEL, (ventures to look over the railing with real

concern) Oh ! Why you're on one foot.

SETON. I know.

ETHEL. Tf that stone gave way ! Give me your
hand ! Quick !

SETON. Thanks so much.

(Helped by her he vaults lightly over the railing and

jumps into the garden. Fans himself with hat

ETHEL gets R.)

ETHEL. Oh ! (goes down R., suspiciously) I don't

believe you needed my help at all.

SETON. (17065 down R. c.) Awfully good of you,

though.

ETHEL. Well, now you're safe

SETON. Get your flaming sword and turn me out.

ETHEL. Flaming sword I don't know what you
mean.

SETON. (hat on) This is the garden of Eden, isn't

it and you are the guardian angel.

ETHEL, (pointing down the path R.) And that's

the way to the bathing machines.

SETON. (laughs) Oh, there's no hurry now.

ETHEL. Indeed there is ! You're trespassing.

(crosses to L. c.)

SETON. (comes to c.) Oh come, .
I say. You

invited me into your garden.

ETHEL, (indignant) Invited !

SETON. Pulled me into it.

ETHEL. Good afternoon, (pretending to go)
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SETON. No I say don't be offended. I I'm

trying to remember who you are.

ETHEL, (returning) Why, I've never seen you
before.

SETON. Oh surely. My name's Boyne Seton

Boyne, you know. Lieutenant on the Termagant.

ETHEL. Good afternoon, Mr. Boyne. You are

evidently confusing me with somebody else, (going)

SETON. No, don't go away if if I don't know

you, I've no doubt I know a lot of people you know.

(goes to her) Won't you tell me your name ?

ETHEL. I'm not in the habit of talking to tres-

passers. Oh !

(As she is going out L. her hair catches in a rose-bush,

she tries to unfasten her hair.)

SETON. Ah, there you see the rose is pleading

for me. (he goes up to her) Let me help you.

ETHEL. Thank you. I can manage quite well

for myself.

(She tries to disengage herself. SETON goes toe., watches

her with mischievous triumph with his hands in his

pockets.)

SETON. All right. Only now you must listen.

Shall you be home to-morrow morning ? I'll bring

somebody who knows the Major to introduce me

properly.

ETHEL. I shall not be in.

SETON. (goes to her) Yes, you will. We must

meet again, you know.
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ETHEL. I don't see the necessity.

SETON. (steps back) Come ! I risked my life

to get to see you this time.

ETHEL. Oh ! You didn't even know of my
existence.

SETON. Instinct instinct (points up R. c.) pulled

me up that cliff.

ETHEL, (who has totally failed to free herself,

impatiently] Oh, don't you see I can't get this

wretched bramble out of my hair ?

SETON. (with enthusiasm) Ah ! (a pause,

while he works, liolds her hand)

ETHEL. How clumsy you are ! (withdraws her

hand)

SETON. It makes me nervous. It's like having

sunbeams running through your fingers.

ETHEL, (she smiles, then alarmed) Make haste !

Some one's coming.

SETON. (severely) You'll be at home to-morrow

morning ?

ETHEL. I don't know. No.

(SETON goes c., hands in pocket.)

SETON. I can't get the bramble out.

ETHEL. Oh yes, then ! Yes, yes !

SETON. ((joes to her) Promise.

ETHEL. I promise. Oh, you are a coward.

SETON. There ! (frees IHT, .s7/r make* a fun
1

<il

and runs away L. 1 E.)
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(SETON Ms off the branch of roses, kisses it, cuts

Oh!

(And is just going off down path R. when enter DIBBS

down L.)

DIBBS. Hallo ! (eyeing SETON s

Hulloa ! (he turns to look down path L., and gives a

suspicious whistle)

SETON. (comes to R. c., easily) Morning. So

(lamely) so there you are !

DIBBS. Ah, here I am ! (alluding to flower-bed)

Well, of all the

SETON. Awful mess, isn't it ?

DIBBS. (eyeing him dubiously) Ah !

SETON. I hate to see flowers trampled about like

that. I've never seen finer ones. S'pose the young

lady who was here just now did that.

DIBBS. (staring) Oh you do, do you ? Are you

staying at the house, Mister ?

SETON. Er no. Not exactly, (airily) I just

dropped in. By the way extraordinary thing I

forget the young lady's name ?

DIBBS. Miss Ethel.

SETON. Of course, yes. Miss Ethel Miss Ethel !

DIBBS. Smedley daughter o' Major Smedley, my
guvernor.

SETON. Oh yes, of course. I never saw such beau-

tiful flowers never. They're a credit to you (tips

DIBBS) quite a credit to you. (another tip) I shall be
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here again to-morrow. We might have a chat about

flowers. What's your name ?

DIBBS. Dibbs, sir. John Dibbs.

SETON. I know, (confidentially) John Dibbs

minds his own business, eh ? (tip) and doesn't

speak until he's spoken to, eh ? (tip) (DiBBS looks

off L., then at SETON and laughs) Well, good-bye for

the present, John.

(Exit R. 2 E., singing
"
Good-bye, Johnny, I must leave

you" etc.)

DIBBS. (looking after him) I don't know who

you are, or what your game is, and (looking at money)

damme if I care, (takes barrow to c. below bed)

You're a gentleman, and that's good enough for me.

(rakes 'at flower-bed R.) And there's precious few of

'em about.

(Enter MRS. BALDWIN L. 2 E.)

MRS. BALDWIN, (with well-bred languor) Good

h'afternoon, Mr. Dibbs.

DIBBS. (hastily laying down rake, and dusting ///-s

clothes with his hand R. c.) Good afternoon, Mrs.

Baldwin, I hope I see you well.

MRS. BALDWIN, (c.) Only so so, Mr. Dibbs, only

so so. With one thing and another I'm that wor-

ritted, I don't know whether I'm on my head or my
heels.

DIBBS. Is it them tenants o' yours again, down to

Hedge End ?
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MRS. BALDWIN. Don't talk about 'em. You know

them two freehold cottages of mine ?

DIBBS. (puts rake on barrow very anxiously)

You ain't been losing any money, 'ave you ?

MRS. BALDWIN. Ah ! you've got a feelin' heart,

Mr. Dibbs. It's a pity you don't have to collect

weekly rents : that would harden it.

DIBBS. (raking) That ain't no work for a lady-
like (takes up rake) lady like you, Mrs. Baldwin.

What you want is a man you can trust. A man with

a head for business

MRS. BALDWIN, (sits on L. of barrow c.) Ah, yes !

Captain Barley was saying the same thing only

DIBBS. (throws rake down) Captain Barley ! Him
a head for business ! Why he's a babe ! Why, you

might so well 'and it over to to Miss Ethel

MRS. BALDWIN. There ! Miss Ethel ! There's

another worry ! And me so fond of her, I'd do almost

aw/thing

DIBBS. (picks up rake, rather sulky at the change of

conversation) What's wrong with 'er ?

MRS. BALDWIN. First she's locked up ;
and then

she climbs out o' window, and she passed me just now

with her face flushed and her 'air*h'all no'ow.

DIBBS. (puts rake against seat R. with a look at

path R.) Ah ! (clinks coins SETON gave him)

MRS. BALDWIN, (continuing) It's all along o'

Mr. Manners.

DIBBS. (R. c.) Crying off, ain't she ? (with mean-

ing) Ah ! Love's a strange thing, Mrs. Baldwin,
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It conu-s and it goes, as Hie savin' is (tiffs on

of barrow) And it's only when a man gets pretty

near into middle age you may say it'll stay

like.

MRS. BALDWIN, (with hands clasped in her lap

and a far-away look in her eyes) Ah ! How strange !

How very strange you should say that !

DIBBS. Oh ? I get them deep thoughts, some-

times.

MRS. BALDWIN. And they're almost the identical

words Captain Barley was speaking the last time he

was here.

DIBBS. (rises, furious) He heard me say 'em

fust then. And I wonder 'ow many he's gone and

repeated 'em to ? The landlady of the Old Ship at

Coastham, for one

MRS. BALDWIN. Mrs. Porter ! That yellow-haired

thing !

DIBBS. Ah ! and many and many of all colours

and sizes, by sea and by land. Captain Barley's a

very dangerous man, Mrs. Baldwin.

MRS. BALDWIN, (fluttered) Oh ! It was you

introduced him to me, Mr. Dibbs.

DIBBS. That was afore I'd found him out. He

seemed all right and quiet the first time I met him.

(pause) Turned out afterwards he'd got a headache

that night.

MRS. BALDWIN. I'm sure he's always very polite

to me.

DIBBS. (darldy) Him ! So he is to every woman
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he meets young gells especial. Now young gells I

can't abear

(Sits on handles sidling up to MRS. BALDWIN.)

Old gells is what I I

MRS. BALDWIN, (bridling, rising and going to L. c.)

I did not come here to be insulted, Mr. Dibbs. Good

h'afternoon. (sweeps out L. 1 E.)

DIBBS. (nonplussed, crosses to L.) Look o' that

now ! (he sits on L. of barrow, gets his pipe out, and

fills it) Insulted ! When I was payin' 'er a compli-
ment ! Well! Well!

(Inquiring whistle heard off R. DIBBS starts and turns

to look in that direction.)

What's that ?

(Whistle is repeated insistently.)

Jem Barley !

(Whistle.)

(resignedly) Jem Barley again ! I know what you're

after, my lad. (looking in the direction of MRS. BALD-

WIN'S exit) So that's what she came into the garden
for ! Well, it's a good job I insulted her 'cos now
she ain't here.

(Whistle heard again, nearer. DIBBS grunts "shut

up
"

in response. CAPTAIN JEM BARLEY appears
R. 1 E. Serge suit, knotted necktie, cloth cap with

peak, grey bushy beard, and grey curly hair.)

CAPTAIN. What cheer, shipmate ?

(He suddenly seizes the handles of the barroiv and rushes
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DIBBS round the bed c. Goes up L. c., round back,

doirn R. c., and finishes near chair L., singing as he

goes,
"
Here we go round the mulberry bush" etc.,

DIBBS expostulating angrily. CAPTAIN goes above

barrow to L.)

Ain't so light as you was sixty or seventy years ago,

John, (sits L., mopping his face)

DIBBS. (glumly) I'm fifty-seven next birthday.

CAPTAIN. You must have been a fine child.

DIBBS. So I was. (suspicious) Why ?

CAPTAIN. Must ha' looked ten when you was born.

Well, how's things ?

DIBBS. (lights pipe, shaking his head) Very so so.

You'd better clear off in case the guv'nor sees you,

He's in a rare way this afternoon.

CAPTAIN. Why, you naughty boy, what ha' you
been doin' ?

DIBBS. (indignant) Me ! Nothing.

CAPTAIN. Don't mind if I do.

(CAPTAIN takes DIBBS'S tobacco pouch from his knees

and calmly takes out pipe and fills it. DIBBS

eyes him anxiously)

DIBBS. (ironically) Help yerself. Have some

tobacco.

CAPTAIN, (cheerily) Thank ye, mate, I will.

DIBBS. You have got a pipe ?

CAPTAIN. Yes, found it in a railway carriage.

(Returns pouch, fumbles in breast pocket and brings
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out three oily black cigars, wrapped in a piece of

newspaper, and hands them to DIBBS.)

Here, (rises, looks round mysteriously) They've never

paid a farthing duty not a farthing, (lights pipe)

DIBBS. (unpleasantly, after smelling them) Well,

why should they ?

CAPTAIN. You can't buy cigars like them. They
ain't to b3 had. (smirks) A young woman gave 'em

to me.
"
Take them, Captain Barley," she ses,

"
and

when you smoke 'em, think o' me." (crosses to R. c.)

Ah, yes, poor little girl, (shakes his head sentimentally)

DIBBS. You ought to be ashamed o' yourself.

CAPTAIN, (delighted) I can't help it
;

it's my
nature. Always was like it from a boy. Sailormen

mostly are. Affelbility, that's what it is with me.

No harm, too much affelbility. Why, one night at

Wapping, four young women came down to my ship

to see me all at the same time. My mistake and I

had to lock myself in the cabin, while the mate tried

to coax 'em to go away.

DIBBS. (grumpily) And they went ?

CAPTAIN. They went for the mate, (crosses to L.)

He just managed to get ashore in time, poor chap !

They stayed there for hours and the things the

beautiful loving things they called to me through the

companion was a disgrace to their sex.

DIBBS. (rises) Well, why don't you go back to

'em?

CAPTAIN, (surprised) Eh ?
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DIBBS. Go back to the gell who gave you (holding

out cigars) this stuff ?

CAPTAIN, (surprised) Eh ?

DIBBS. Or to the landlady at the Old Ship ?

CAPTAIN, (surprised) Eh ?

DIBBS. Why can't you leave us alone ?

CAPTAIN, (amazed) What do you mean ?

DIBBS. (furiously) You know very well what I

mean ! You pretend to come here to see me, and all

the time it's Mrs. Baldwin's cottages as you're after !

CAPTAIN. What about you, then ?

DIBBS. Me ! I love her for herself alone !

CAPTAIN. Her sylph-like self. That's won it.

(CAPTAIN executes a little jig of delight.)

DIBBS. (continuing) Afore I met you everything

was going on as smooth as smooth ! Take your cigars,

and give 'em to them as wants 'em.

(With a superb gesture he hurls the cigars on the ground.)

CAPTAIN, (picking them up) Steady, my lad,

you might crack their skins.

DIBBS. You've been an' crep' into her 'art like

a like a maggit into a rosebud.

CAPTAIN. You're not yourself, my lad
;

some-

thing's been upsetting you.

DIBBS. Do you mean to tell me you ain't been

a-carrying on with Mrs. Baldwin ?

CAPTAIN. Not what you'd call carryin
1

on.

DIBBS. (with withering sarcasm) Ho ! And what

about 'er wantin' a man o' business, eh ?

c
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CAPTAIN. Well, that don't seem very affection-

ate.

DIBBS. No ? And what about love only bein'

steady in middle age, eh ?

CAPTAIN. Well, I heard you say that, and it seemed

all right. Seemed wasted on you. Why, I've said

it to hundreds of girls since you said it. (patroniz-

ingly) You're all right, my lad. (crosses to R. c.)

I'm in no hurry to settle down ! I want to have my
fling first, (sits R. on the stump)

(DiBBS gets his rake, looks at him. Then he takes up
barrow deliberately, looks at him again.)

DIBBS. Well, I don't want your company, Cap-

tain.

(CAPTAIN smiles.)

Don't you come 'ere pretending

(Going up L. c. to L.)

to see me agin, a-cause I won't see you, Captain.

(CAPTAIN smiles.)

(up L.) When you're tired o' sitting there, you can

go. Bargee !

(Exit L. 2 E.)

(CAPTAIN jumps up, stands staring after him in help-

less amazement, as though hardly able to believe his

ears. Goes up R. c.)

CAPTAIN, Bar -
(incredulously) Bargee |
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(Shakes his fist after DIBBS, moves towards up c.,

stops, turns, shakes his head and murmurs.)

Bargee bar (looking to down L.) Hullo, who's

coming here, nice little thing, (gets behind bush up c.)

(Enter ETHEL L. 1 E. goes to L. c.)

ETHEL. He's gone. I wonder which way he went ?

(sees BARLEY'S leg) No, he's not gone. I I

wonder.

(CAPTAIN looks through telescope, waggles it, then

comes down R. c., raises his hat, says, "Hoiv h'are

yer?)
Oh ! Where did you come from ? Did you come up
the cliff too ?

CAPTAIN. Lor' no, miss. I came (pointing R.)

through there. Come to see my old friend, Mr.

Dibbs. (thinks better of it) Leastways, when I say

friend, I brought him a parcel o' cigars from Cuba.

But he won't get no more out o' me.

ETHEL, (crosses to R.) Oh, really, (carelessly)

You didn't meet a a young man as you came, I

suppose ?

CAPTAIN, (comes down R. c., pondering) No, I

can't say as I did. (pause ; Ms admiration for ETHEL

increases visibly) Nice weather we're having. I only

hope as this here breeze'll hold.

ETHEL, (with new interest in him) Are you a

sailor ?

CAPTAIN. Yes, miss.

ETHEL, (eagerly) A a lieutenant ?
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CAPTAIN. Lieutenant, (indignant) Me ! (indul-

gently) There there. No, miss, I'm a captain.

ETHEL. Oh, I beg your pardon.

CAPTAIN. No offence, miss. You don't know

much about sailors, I suppose.

ETHEL. No.

CAPTAIN. No ? (smiles)

ETHEL. No, but I'm interested in them.

(BARLEY smiles.)

CAPTAIN. H'are yer ?

ETHEL. Are you in the Navy ?

CAPTAIN, (with magnificent contempt) Navy !

(goes to c.) Lord love ye, no ! Wouldn't be seen in

it ! Tea kettles ! Not me. (goes to ETHEL) No,

I'm Captain of the Heart in Hand as pretty a craft

as you ever set eyes on. She's lyin' at Coastham

now, after one o' the worst passages from London

ETHEL, (with a start) From London ?

CAPTAIN. Ah ! (impressively) All the way from

London.

ETHEL. Tell me, are you going back to London ?

CAPTAIN. Ay to-morrow or next day. Very

pretty river it is here. But, lor', what's a river com-

pared with the sea ! Oho !

ETHEL, (sits on tree stump R.) I suppose that

can be terrible ?

CAPTAIN. Terrible ? Terrible ain't no word for it.

Why, on'ly last winter it took me ten days to beat

up here from the Nore. All the other craft stayed
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in the London river. We came on. I didn't take

my clothes off all that time, (he sees her watching

him with open-eyed interest) I saw a schooner go

down with all hands, not half a mile on our weather

beam.

ETHEL. Oh, how awful !

CAPTAIN. Fortune of the sea. (sits on seat n.)

We don't grumble. I've been wrecked myself

(watches her to see how much she'll swallow) five times.

ETHEL. How brave you must be.

CAPTAIN, (with an air of simple grandeur) No,

miss, not brave. No, just dooty, just dooty.

ETHEL. And did the crews go down ?

CAPTAIN. Would have, every man-jack if I

hadn't But there ! I mustn't talk about that.

ETHEL. Oh ! You saved their lives. Oh. how

many tell me ! tell me how many !

CAPTAIN, (reluctantly) Well, I don't keep count

and it's nothing to brag about. Why, first and last,

I s'pose I've only saved seventeen single-handed.

(rubs knees with his hands)

ETHEL. Oh, fancy saying only seventeen ! You're

a hero, (laying her hand on his)

CAPTAIN, (looks down at her hand, smiles, then

looks towards where MRS. BALDWIN disappeared,

and contemptuously aside) Mrs. Baldwin ! (snaps

fingers)

ETHEL. Why did you do that ?

CAPTAIN. That ? (snaps fingers confused) Me ?

Oh, that's what I think o' savin' lives. 'Tisn't
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heroish it's just dooty. I 'ad my own life saved

once.

ETHEL, (sits on seat) Oh, do tell me. (smiles at

him ravishingly)

CAPTAIN, (gulping) Well, I was on a barge (she

looks at Am) barque at the time in the in the China

seas. I dived off from near the top o' the mainmast

after the skipper's child that had fallen overboard, to

save it from a a shark.

ETHEL. Oh !

CAPTAIN. Yes, and foolish-like I dropped my
knife as I dived and after I got the child I had to

shout at the shark,
" Go away, go away," and keep

divin' for the knife kept me busy, I can tell you and

after all my trouble they had to get the boat out and

save me. I was never so ashamed of myself in my life.

ETHEL. Oh, but they didn't jump overboard.

How grateful the father must have been to you.

CAPTAIN. We don't think much o' that at sea.

No. He swore at me for having to get the boat out.

(rubs his knees)

ETHEL. And now you're a captain and can swear

at other people.

CAPTAIN. Often sometimes I mean if I want

to. Yes, Master o' the Heart in Hand. You ought
to come down and have a look at her. She's lying

down at Coastham.

ETHEL. I should like to, but

CAPTAIN, (jerking his thumb at the house) Won't

they let you out long enough ?
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(ETHEL stares.)

(he goes on tentatively) Ah, govenossing ain't no

good
ETHEL, (amazed) Governessing ? Oh, but -

CAPTAIN. What ?

ETHEL, (laughing) Never mind. Nothing.

CAPTAIN. Well, you could see my ship at Hedge

End, just below here (points off down L.) I've got to

bring her up to-morrow. It'll be lovely ;
there we go,

bowling along between the meadows, looking at the

flowers, and wishing we could stop to pick 'em

ETHEL, (with desperate determination) Captain,

do you take passengers ?

CAPTAIN. Well we ain't fitted up for passengers,

you know ;
but I could always accommodate a friend.

We brought a young woman same as it might be

you down here only three weeks ago.

ETHEL, (eagerly) A young woman ? Tell me

had she a chaperon ?

CAPTAIN, (wrinkling his brows) Chap of her own ?

Oh yes, very nice young chap he is too.

(ETHEL rises, crosses to L. c., laughing.)

What are you laughing at ?

ETHEL. Nothing, nothing, Captain ;
would you

take me if I wanted to go ?

CAPTAIN, (r-iscs) Would I take you ? Why,
with the greatest pleasure in life, (goes to her)

ETHEL. And you wouldn't say a word about it to

a living soul on your honour ?
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CAPTAIN. As a gentleman.

ETHEL. Thank you so much. You've got such

a nice face. (BARLEY smiles) Such a dear (BARLEY

smiles), kind, fatherly, face. (CAPTAIN winces)

Where could I find you supposing I wanted a trip at

any time ?

CAPTAIN. You ask for me at the Old Ship at Coast-

ham. Captain James Barley my name is

ETHEL, (backing to L.) The Old Ship Captain

James Barley

CAPTAIN, (spelling) B-Hay-Har-Hal-He-y.
ETHEL. Captain James Barley I shall remember.

(Exit L. 1 E.)

CAPTAIN, (looks after her and gives a profound

whistle, breaks into a scrap of hornpipe which merges

into a delighted pas seul) Jemmy, my boy, you're a-

going it. Wish I was five years younger. Mrs.

Baldwin ! Ho, yes indeed ! I'll soon knock that

on the head if I get half a chance.

(Enter MRS. BALDWIN L. 2 E., comes to c.)

CAPTAIN, (sings)
"

I'll knock my little Baldwin on the head

Fol de rol."

(is going R.)

MRS. BALDWIN, (with great dignity) Captain James

Barley

CAPTAIN. Eh? (cheerily, goes to her) Hulloa

Jane ! How are you, Jane ?
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MRS. BALDWIN. I'll thank you not to make so free

with my Christian name, if you please.

CAPTAIN. Eh ? Look o' that, now ! Why, only
a week ago

MRS. BALDWIN. I've found you out.

CAPTAIN. Me ? What 'ave I been doin' ?

MRS. BALDWIN, (goes to him) You've been de

ceiving me
; you've been a-carryin' on

CAPTAIN, (honestly frightened, thinking of ETHEL)
Me ? Who with ?

MRS. BALDWIN. Many and many ; by sea and by
land, (goes to L. c.)

CAPTAIN, (relieved) Oh, is that all ? Don't you
believe it, Jane.

MRS. BALDWIN. Only a week ago you called me

your lily of the valley.

CAPTAIN.
"
'Twas but a little faded flower

MRS. BALDWIN. And all the time you was flirting

with the landlady of the Old Ship.

CAPTAIN, (seeing his chance) I know who told

you that !

MRS. BALDWIN. Never mind who told me.

CAPTAIN. Dibbs told you ! John Dibbs. He's

been making up to you and blackening my character.

MRS. BALDWIN. No ! no !

CAPTAIN. Yes, he has ! And now you want to

pick a quarrel with me because you've taken up with

him. Mrs. Baldwin, I shouldn't have thought it of

you.

MRS. BALDWIN. Oh, Jem ! only say it isn't true.
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(Enter DIBBS up L. He stands listening.)

CAPTAIN. No, ma'am If I did, you wouldn't

believe me.

MRS. BALDWIN. Jem !

CAPTAIN. Don't you make so free with my Chris-

tian name, h'if you please ! You come and accuse

an innocent man, and you won't listen to a word he

has to say for himself. All right. I can bear it. If

you think you can be 'appier with Dibbs, take Dibbs.

There he is there's an oil-painting for yer. Take

him, and I wish you joy of him !

(He starts off R. DIBBS rushes after him and putts him

back MBS. BALDWIN sits L. weeping.)

DIBBS. Come back ! Ain't you ashamed of

yourself. Look at what you've been and gone and

done.

CAPTAIN, (pointing to himself) Look what she's

done. She calls me a flirt and all the time she's

been There, there ! I forgive her. There you are

John Dibbs. I've give her back to you. Take her

(waves his arms as if sweeping her off his hands) Take

care of her, and don't judge a man too harsh next

time. So long, (sings)
"
Egypt, if you don't love me,

Why do you 'aunt me,

As now you do-o ?
"

(Exit R. 1 E.)

(DIBBS stands looking over MRS. BALDWIN.)
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MRS. BALDWIN. I ain't been flirting. Oh, I ain't.

DIBBS. Can't you see through him ? That was

only his artfulness.

MRS. BALDWIN. What ?

DIBBS. Ah ! He saw you'd found him out, and

he wanted to to throw a red herring in your eyes
MRS. BALDWIN, (rising) For shame, John Dibbs.

Why, he was all broke up.

DIBBS. Broke up ! Him ? Do you know where

he's gone now ? Straight to the Old Ship he's gone.

MRS. BALDWIN. To that woman \ I don't believe

you, John Dibbs.

DIBBS. All right you go and see.

MRS. BALDWIN. If I believed you 1 will go \

(crosses to down R.)

DIBBS. (c. in high glee) That's it. You go down

to the Old Ship this evening now. When he's there

with the crew and give him a bit of your mind before

'em all.

MRS. BALDWIN. I will, (crosses to L.) I'll pub

my Sunday bonnet on. She shall see I'm a lady oh !

(Exit L. 1 E.)

DIBBS. (rubbing his hands triumphantly) Ho-

ho ! Captain Barley. A pleasant evening to you,

Captain Barley !

(Exit R. 1 E.)

ETHEL, (heard off L. 2 E.) No, you shall not stop

me, I will go.
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(Comes on to c., followed by LUCY, who wears hat.

ETHEL carries a bag.)

LUCY. But I don't understand a word you're

saying.

ETHEL. I don't want you to understand. I tell

you he came up the cliff, and he's coming to be intro-

duced to father to-morrow, and Mr. Manners will be

here, and the whole thing's impossible ;
so I'm going

with the other (crosses to up L.)

LUCY. What other ?

ETHEL. I can't stop to tell you. (at the gap up L.)

Yes, there's father in the dog-cart, and there's a

young man in a bowler hat at his side. It's Herbsrt.

I won't meet him. I won't meet him. Why, he

might want to kiss me. (comes down.)

LUCY, (with rapture) Oh !

ETHEL, (crosses to E.) So, I'm going till the

storm blows over. I've left a note explaining all. Not

a soul shall know where I am. Mind you write to

me every day.

LUCY. But you can't go as you are.

ETHEL. There ! I never thought of that ! (sees

the cloak MRS. SMEDLEY was at work on) Oh ! Look !

the very thing.

(LucY puts it on her ETHEL points to the hat.)

And there quick. Give me that !

(LucY crosses to L., gets hat, comes to c.)

Got a hatpin ?
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(LucY takes off her own hat and gives her the hatpin

places hat on seat R.)

LUCY. What do you look like ?

ETHEL. You darling ! Good-bye.

(Hurries off R. 1 E.)

LUCY, (down R. 1 E., calls after her) Come back !

(runs up R. c., looks over railing) Come back ! (comes

down R. c., looking to R. 2 E.) Oh dear, oh dear, what

shall I do ?

(Enter eagerly from L. 2 E. HERBERT MANNERS. He

dashes at LUCY, who is standing with her back to

him. Seizes her in his arms, turns her round and,

crying
"

Ethel,'''' kisses her rapturously. LUCY

gives a faint scream but is helpless.)

MANNERS. By Jove ! (kiss) By Jove ! they

said you were waiting for me at the flagstaff, (kiss)

By Jove !

LUCY, (struggling) Mr. Manners !

MANNERS. That's me. (kiss) Herbert ! By
Jove ! (kiss) how you've grown. And changed !

You're ever so much prettier than your photograph.

(kiss) And quite different. I shouldn't have known

you (kiss), by Jove !

LUCY, (gets her hands on his chest and thrusts

him back) You you don't know me.

HERBERT, (backs to L. c.) Eh? What? By
Jove er er aren't you Ethel ?

LUCY. I'm her cousin Lucy Dallas, (arranges

her hair, etc.)
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HERBERT, (aghast) Well, but I say by Jove

I made sure

LUCY, (gently, coming down R., smoothing her

ruffled hair) Oh, I don't think you did.

HERBERT, (goes to her) By Jove I wouldn't

have done it for anything if I'd known. I'm awfully

sorry.

LUCY, (pouting) Oh !

HERBERT. I mean to say sorry I made the mis-

take, you know not sorry I - (LuCY bridles)

What I mean to say what I should have said

(helplessly) By Jove (goes to L.)

LUCY. It doesn't matter. Please don't say any-

thing more about it. (smiles quietly) It wasn't

worth making a fuss about, (she arranges bracelets

on right arm.)

HERBERT, (aside, admiring her) Not so sure

about that by Jove !

LUCY. I hope you had a pleasant drive.

MANNERS, (goes to her still dazed) Yes that is

is the Major quite well ?

LUCY, (surprised) Why, he drove you, didn't

he ? (music)

MANNERS. That's why I'm asking. He was so

funny flogging the horse muttering to himself

flushed face jerky manner seemed to me on the

verge of apoplexy.

LUCY, (looking off R.) Oh dear (murmurs heard

off L.) And he'll be worse by and bye.

MANNERS. Eh ? Worse ! I say, where is Ethel ?
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LUCY. I don't know.

(I<\'tirful uproar L. Enter the MAJOR, ivaving a sheet

of notepaper he is speechless. Behind him MRS.

SMEDLEY in alarm. DIBBS appears at the side

R. 1 E. eating.)

MAJOR, (off) Manners ! Manners ! Where the

devil's Manners ?

MRS. SMEDLEY. William William do speak.

What is it ?

LUCY. Uncle !

MANNERS. Major (goes to c.)

MAJOR. Ethel

MANNERS. What's the matter with her ?

MAJOR, (after a furious struggle ivith himself,

blurts it out) She's bolted.

(Music f.)

(Women scream then MANNERS, LUCY and MRS.

SMEDLEY surround MAJOR, each eager to hear the

neivs.)

CURTAIN.

(Picture up R. c. MANNERS R. of him, both looking

over rail with their legs apart. MRS. SMEDLEY

seated L. LUCY looking off R. 2 E. DIBBS R., looking

at coins in his hand.)
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ACT II.

SCENE. The bar of the
"
Old Ship

"
at Coastham.

On the left, facing the audience, a short oak stair-

case leads to a small landing, from which a door on

the left opens into an upper room. At the back is a

small round window. At the back, L. c., a glazed

double swing door, with the words,
"
The Old Ship,"

visible backwards on the glass. In front of it a

large, thick mat. Then at the back c., a large red-

brick fireplace, screened off on both sides by oaken

settles coming out at right angles to the wall, so that

it forms a delightful nook. On the smoke-blackened

mantelpiece a fine collection of old china and above it

the model of a ship. In the fireplace a great roaring

wood fire, with an enormous black kettle singing over

it. Chair and table up c. Chair down L. c. In the

right corner a large circular window with small panes

and red curtains. Beyond it the lights of the town

are seen. A low seat runs round the window. The

whole of the right wall is occupied by a circular,

mahogany, pewter-topped bar, with practicable beer

engines, etc. In the end of the bar, facing the audi-

ence, is a mahogany flap, giving admission to it.

49 D
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In the centre of the wall, behind the bar, a door admit-

ting to the house. The rest of the wall is covered with

shelves, on which are innumerable bottles, boxes of

cigars, etc., etc. Any available wall-space is covered

with sporting prints, pictures of ships, etc. The

ceiling is supported by heavy oak beams, and is

discoloured with smoke. The floor is sanded. A
stool below the bar R. Gas jet on counter up R.

Two gas jets with white globes over mantelpiece.

(Music.)

(At the rise of the curtain, MRS. PORTER, the landlady,

fat, forty and yellow-haired, is busy behind the bar.

ALP and JACK, seamen, are drinking in the window.

The settle R. is occupied by BILL, a fat sailor, and

TED, on L., JOE R. c. MEN are singing a chanty
and beating time with their mugs on the settle.)

CHORUS.

With a heigh heave ho,

With a heigh heave ho,

Oh, fare you well,

My bonny young girl,

For I'm off to Eio Grande.

Oh, fare you well,

My bonny young girl,

For I'm off to Kio Grande.

(MEN laugh.)

MRS. PORTER, (sharply) That'll do. That'll do.

Less noise there !
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(The MEN take no notice.)

(banging on the bar) D'ye hear what I say, or must

I call my 'usband ?

JOE. Call 'er 'usband !

(MEN laugh.)

TED. All right, missis. We're on'y a-tryin' to

drownd Bill's voice.

(MEN laugh.)

BILL. Look 'ere, I don't want none o' your

remarks, and wot's more I won't 'ave 'em.

TED. (rises, pacifically) All right, Bill, (comes

down L. c.)

BILL. But it ain't all right. You say any more

things about my voica, and I'll put such a head on

yer

(JACK rises in window and looks over settle at BILL.)

TED. (very softly sits on chair L. c.) I didn't

mean drownd it, Bill, o' course I know fog 'orns

couldn't do that.

(ALL laugh.)

Wot it wants is a cork
;
a cork out of a pickle bottle.

(ALL laugh.)

BILL, (puzzled) A cork ! A cork out of a

pickle (gets up ; he gives a yell and begins to

shape down c., dancing about like a barrel) Put 'em

ii)). you Dutchman ! Put 'em up !

(As BILL goes down, JOE goes round to down L. TED
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jumps up, gets behind chair, then dodges up R. to

fire.
ALF and JACK come down a little.)

MRS. PORTER, (as TED responds to BILL'S chal-

lenge, opens door behind bar and calls) George !

George !

(Enter R., very tiny, bald and grey LANDLORD in

shirt sleeves and apron. He rushes out of bar under

the flap in front, and rolls up his shirt sleeves over

diminutive arms down R.)

GEORGE. Now then ! Are you goin' out ? Or

'ave I got to put you out ?

(He rushes up behind BILL, who is down R., and locking

his arms round his waist, tries to move him to the

door. BILL advances and retreats on his adversary

without paying the slightest attention to GEORGE.

The other sailors take the deepest interest in the fight.)

JOE. Go it, fatty !

ALF. 'It out, Ted. You can't miss 'im.

JACK. Sit on 'im, Bill.

TED. (up c., pretending to be frightened) Mercy !

Mercy ! (he gets round table and picks BILL'S mug

up) Why, you ain't finished your beer, Bill.

(BILL is close to TED, who strikes out and sends BILL

with GEORGE flying against bar. MRS. PORTER

screams. MEN roar with laughter.)

Well, here's luck ! (drinks it off while BILL is trying

to get at him)
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BILL, (with a roar) I'll murder you ! (swings

round to R. then round to L., tnj'nig to shake GEORGE off)

(TED dances up to door with BILL'S beer. MEN laugh.)

MRS. PORTER. Put 'ern outside, G3orge, both of

'cm. D'ye hear me ?

(BiLL infuriated, turns to pursue TED.)

GEORGE, (still clinging round BILL'S waist) One

at a time, my dear.

(TED is dancing at the door. BILL lurches forward,

with landlord hanging to him, and with a sudden rush

goes up to TED, who places mug on table. They

disappear through the door.)

JOE. (going back to up R., to MRS. PORTER). Might

'ave let 'em 'ad their scrap out, missis.

ALF. (joining him) Might so well be at the

Sailors' 'Owe.

OMNES. Yes.

(MEN grumble.)

ALF. Can't sleep or do nothing.

(Re-enter GEORGE. He comes to bar, and leaning one

elbow on it, crosses his feet and strikes attitude.

As he enters he feels his muscles.)

MRS. PORTER. 'Ave ye got rid of 'em, George ?

GEORGE, (contemptuously) What do you think ?

Next time I'll man-handle 'em a little bit more.

(BARLEY, TOM and AUGUSTUS appear at window R.,

cross to L.)
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ALF. (looking out of the window) 'Ulloa. Here's

that Cap'n Barley a-comin'.

MRS. PORTER, (delighted) Cap'n Barley ! (she

turns and pats her hair in glass behind bar)

GEORGE, (suddenly relaxing his attitude and scowl-

ing -fiercely) Cap'n Barley ?

JACK. Ah an' he's bringin' his two chaps with

'im.

(Enter CAPTAIN BARLEY, TOM CODD and AUGUSTUS

SMITH, the latter two in working clothes. AUGUSTUS

is a raw hobbledehoy. The CAPTAIN advances to

the bar. The other two stand deferentially down L. c.)

CAPTAIN, (below GEORGE. Pushes in front of

GEORGE
; shaking hands with MRS. PORTER) And

how's my lily o' the valley ?

MRS. PORTER, (mincingly) 'Ow's Cap'n Barley

this evening ?

CAPTAIN, (detaining her hand) So so ! (with

concern) Why, what ha' you done to your dear

little hand ?

MRS. PORTER. Only a cut.

CAPTAIN. Only a cut ! (tenderly) I wish you'd

be more careful o' yourself.

(GEORGE, who has been watching up R. c. with concen-

trated fury, coughs. CAPTAIN looks at him.)

MRS. PORTER. Ah well ! I shall die when my
time comes, I s'pose.

CAPTAIN. Don't die yet awhile, for my sake.

(GEORGE coughs again. CAPTAIN looks at him.)
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MRS. PORTER. Your sake ?

CAPTAIN. Yes. I should die the day after, (to

GEORGE, who coughs once more) Got a chill, ain't

yer ? (to MRS. PORTER) Here ! I've got some-

thing to tell you.

(MRS. PORTER leans over bar. CAPTAIN whispers close

to her ear. Her face is suffused with mirth. She

has intermittent giggles. Then she flicks at CAPTAIN

with a towel. TOM and AUGUSTUS lurch against

each other and grin.)

TOM. (L. c. aside to AUGUSTUS) Ain't he a dawg ?

AUGUSTUS. (L.) Wish Vd think o' us ! (wipes

his lips with back of hand)

GEORGE, (who can bear it no longer, taps CAPTAIN

on shoulder three times ; to CAPTAIN) Might I ask

what you've been a-sayin' to my wife ?

CAPTAIN, (to MRS. PORTER) Shall I tell him ?

MRS. PORTER. The idea ! Certainly not. (flicks

at CAPTAIN.)

CAPTAIN. The idea ! Certainly not. (pushes

GEORGE up R. c.) What's it to be, Tom ?

TOM. I'll 'ave a pint o' ale, please, Cap'n.

(CAPTAIN looks inquiringly at AUGUSTUS.)

AUGUSTUS. Pint o' ale, please, Captain.

CAPTAIN, (to MRS. PORTER) Two pints, glass o'

bitter, (puts down sixpence)

(While MRS. PORTER is drawing the beer, GEORGE

comes down in front of CAPTAIN and taps him two or

three times.)
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GEORGE, (truculently) I want a word with you,

Cap'n Barley.

(
With his left hand CAPTAIN gently pushes him aside so

that he gets in front of TOM, who pushes GEORGE so

that he goes to the CAPTAIN, who pushes him to TOM,

who pushes GEORGE above him to behind him.

AUGUSTUS is about to do the same, but GEORGE glares

at him. GEORGE goes to L. c. and up to R. c. CAPTAIN

hands mug to TOM, who goes up stage to down L.

Then to AUGUSTUS, who crosses to down R. TOM

and AUGUSTUS say,
"
Thank yer, sir")

CAPTAIN, (to them) Wet sail !

TOM. -\

and
[

Wet sail, guv'nor.
AUGUSTUS. J

(ALL drink.)

CAPTAIN. I say ! (to MRS. PORTER) What's the

matter with the ale ?

MRS. PORTER. Eh ? (takes proffered glass and

sips) What is the matter with it ?

CAPTAIN, (takes back the glass and drinks) Nothing,
now you've sweetened it.

(MRS. PORTER flicks at him again. AUGUSTUS sits

on bar R.)

GEORGE, (behind CAPTAIN, furious) Here, I say !

CAPTAIN, (turning to him) And what do you say,

Georgie ? (pushes GEORGE up R. c. and crosses to L. ;
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AUGUSTUS, (ogling MRS. PORTER) I think mine

'ud be the better for a little sweetening.

MRS. PORTER, (takes his mug) Why, what's the

matter with it ? (hands to her husband) Taste this,

George.

GEORGE, (taking a good taste) (ALL the men show

amused interest. JOE down c. a little, ALF is asleep

in window. JACK comes to L. of JOE) I can't see

nothing the matter with it. Try that beer, Joe.

(hands it to JOE, c., and (joes up R. c.)

AUGUSTUS. Never mind, Joe. Perhaps it's my
mouth that's wrong. Don't trouble, Joe.

JOE. (drinking off beer) I can't see nothing the

matter with it. You don't know good beer when

you've got it, mate.

(MEN laugh. TED and BILL heard off R., singing

softly at first and louder as they come to door c.

They sing )

" When you are going to London Town,

Heigh ho, blow the men down,

To see the Queen with a golden crown,

Heigh oh, blow the men down."

(AUGUSTUS, crestfallen, shows empty mug to CAPTAIN

and puts it on to bar.)

CAPTAIN. Ah ! You drink too fast, my lad !

(ALL laugh. CAPTAIN crosses to bar down R.)
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(Re-enter BILL and TED with arms lovingly entwined

round each other's necks. BILL is R. of TED. They
have got to the end of third line for second time when

they reach c. of stage. They finish
"
Golden Crown "

with a shriek which annoys landlord considerably.)

GEORGE. (R. c., firing up) Now then! Outside!

TED. It's all right. Bill and me, we're like

brothers now.

BILL. Yuss (in explanation) Ted met a chap wot

owed 'im 'arf a dollar, (both go to bar)

TED. Yus. Two pots, missis, (places money on

bar)

(MRS. PORTER draws the ale.)

BILL. Going to Hedge End, Cap'n ?

CAPTAIN. Aye to-morrow morning.
TED. (handing beer to BILL) Here's luck.

BILL. Same to you, matey.

(They drink.)

(The swing doors at back open and ETHEL is seen peeping
in. She disappears.)

(
JOE sits on table, strikes up a sailor's hornpipe on a

concertina.)

TED. Go it, Joe ! Shake a leg, Billy.

BILL. I'm willing.

(Puts his glass on bar. Gets to down R. c. and dances.

The others are absorbed in his dance and beat time

with their hands and feet.)
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MRS. PORTER. JACK. AUGUSTUS. GEORGE.

TED. JOE. TOM.

BILL.

CAPTAIN.

(ToM makes GEORGE waltz with Mm, then TOM gets c

JACK and AUGUSTUS waltz together.)

(Meanwhile ETHEL once more peeps in. GEORGE, who

is extreme left, catches sight of her, hurries up to the

door, opens it ivide and is seen talking with her.

With evident delight he shows her CAPTAIN BARLEY,

who is lolling over the bar talking to MRS. PORTER.

He persuades ETHEL to come in and she enters

timidly; the swing-doors close after her. She

follows GEORGE to down L. ; she carries small bag.)

GEORGE, (shouting mischievously) Stop it ! Stop

it, d'ye hear. Here's a young lady.

MEN. A young lady !

(Music stops.)

GEORGE. Wants to see Cap'n Barley.

MRS. PORTER. A young lady !

(ALL stop dancing and turn to look at ETHEL, who is

down L., rather abashed ; MEN group close together

with great admiration.)

CAPTAIN. Eh? Wants me ? Who? (sees ETHEL,

raises his cap) God bless me ! (crosses to her

hastily) Good evening, miss.
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GEORGE.

MRS. PORTER. BILL.

JACK. TOM. AUGUSTUS. CAPTAIN.

TED. JOE. ETHEL.

(GEORGE goes up L. to c. MRS. PORTER sniffs as she

watches CAPTAIN'S attentive attitude, and stands on a

stool to be able to see.)

ETHEL. You said I could come here, you know.

CAPTAIN. So I did, miss. So I

(MEN snigger. CAPTAIN glares at them ; they look

serious.)

(to TOM) Here, Tom.

TOM. Aye, sir. (pushes through men to CAPTAIN)

CAPTAIN. Stand those chaps (getting money

out)

(MEN smack their lips.)

Stand those chaps a drink, (gives money) And keep

them quiet.

TOM. Thank 'ee, sir.

(ToM is dashing up c., as if to go out. The MEN at

once surround TOM, saying,
"
Here ! Come back !

"

and they proceed to the top end of, the bar shouting,

"Missus, missus/")

CAPTAIN. Silence ! Belay there. Now, miss.

(MRS. PORTER goes to lower end of bar.)

ETHEL. I I you said I might have a trip in

your ship any time I liked.
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(MRS. PORTER is keenly watching CAPTAIN. GEORGE
looks on with every sympton of delight, dusts pot up c.,

listens.)

CAPTAIN. So I did, miss and so you can.

MEN. (pleading) Missus missus.

(MEN go down.)

MRS. PORTER, (down R.) All right, (goes up,

MEN follow her.)

ETHEL. And you are going to London ?

(MRS. PORTER is down R.)

CAPTAIN. To London town. That's right.

ETHEL. What is the fare, Captain Barley ?

(MEN growl.)

What is the fare ?

CAPTAIN. Fare, miss ? Nothing.

MEN. (annoyed) Missus ! (some whistle)

MRS. PORTER. Wait a bit wait a bit.

CAPTAIN. When you've finished warbling

(MRS. PORTER is about to draw three quarts, then puts

them down under counter.)

TED. Aye, aye, sir.

CAPTAIN. Stow that flute.

(ETHEL is startled.)

CAPTAIN. We're not licensed to carry passengers,

you know, (tenderly) They have to come as our

friends.

ETHEL. Oh, but
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CAPTAIN, (hastily) And very pleased we are to

have 'em, miss.

(MRS. PORTER skittishly throws a piece of sugar at

the Captain. He winces, but takes no notice. MEN

laugh.)

MEN. (angry) Missis !

MRS. PORTER, (gets pots). All right ! All right !

MEN. 'Tain't all right, it's all wrong.

ETHEL. And you'll go straight to London ?

CAPTAIN. We've got to go to Hedge End first.

ETHEL, (alarmed) Oh, but Hedge End is so near !

(stops)

CAPTAIN, (with enjoyment) Don't they know

you're coming ! Well, you can keep in the um
saloon.

(MRS. PORTER throws another piece of sugar. Surprise

of ETHEL and disgust of CAPTAIN.)

You'll b3 as safe as houses.

ETHEL. Oh, I'm sure I shall be safe under your
care. Even if thsre are storms.

(MEN come lower down.)

TED. Are we to have that beer ?

TOM. Or are we not ?

MRS. PORTER. Don't you see I'm busy ? (Turns

away)

(MEN go up grumbling.)

TOM. Busy ! Let's go to the Peal o
1

Bells.

JACK. Let's go somewhere else.
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JOE. What a place.

TED. Yus.

BILL. Come on.

(They all five go up. AUGUSTUS goes up into irindoir.

JACK, JOE and BILL exsunt c. TOM and TED go to

bar. TOM tosses coin.)

(MRS. PORTER throws a third piece, hard. CAPTAIN

picks it up and walks to bar.)

CAPTAIN, (with great dignity) I think you dropped
this piece o' sugar, Mrs. Porter? (goes to R. c.)

MRS. PORTER, (tossing her head) Ho ! There's

two more pieces you can pick up.

(MEN sniggzr. CAPTAIN glares at them, they look

vacant.)

TOM. (sweetly) Missis !

MRS. PORTER, (sternly) Less noise, please, (to

CAPTAIN, suavely but loudly) Captain Barley,

wouldn't your grran^-daughter like to sit down ?

(MEN snigger. CAPTAIN glares. With a flourish c.

GEORGE offers her a chair c., which he gets from L.)

ETHEL, (to him, sweetly) Thank you. (sits)

(CAPTAIN pushes GEORGE up c.)

CAPTAIN, (to ETHEL) We shall be ready for you
to-morrow morning at half-past eight.

(GEORGE picks up sugar and eats it up L. c.)

(MRS. PORTER is viciously wiping glasses and watching

them.)
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ETHEL, (alarmed) Oh ! But what am I to do

to-night ?

CAPTAIN, (amazed) To-night ?

AUGUSTUS.

MRS. PORTER. TED. GEORGE.

TOM. CAPTAIN.

ETHEL.

ETHEL, (drawing him down to her by his sleeve)

You see I've run away (at his amazed movement

she nods) 'm ! and I can't go back.

CAPTAIN. Well, I'm never you're the right sort

of sailor's lass, so you are. I tell you what

(CAPTAIN bends down to whisper. MRS. PORTER rattles

mugs together. He glares at MRS. PORTER, then

bends down again. MRS. PORTER repeats rattle.)

You must sleep on board.

ETHEL. Oh ! Can I ?

CAPTAIN. I'll have the cabin put ship-shape for

you. (calls) Augustus Augustus.

AUGUSTUS, (advancing eagerly down R.) Yes, sir.

CAPTAIN, (quietly to him) This young lady

(CAPTAIN, seeing MRS. PORTER listening, goes behind

AUGUSTUS to R., AUGUSTUS follows him round.

CAPTAIN goes to speak to AUGUSTUS L., and finds

him on his R.)

This young lady's coming for a trip with us.

(AUGUSTUS sniggers. CAPTAIN glares at him.)
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(In ,-ihoanl and shift, my tilings to the foc'sle along of

your own. I'll have your bunk.

AUGUSTUS. Thank 'ee, sir. And where'm I to

sleep, sir ?

CAPTAIN, (carelessly] I don't know. Anywhere

you like. Here take the young lady's bag.

(AUGUSTUS, his eyes riveted on ETHEL, crosses in front

to L. and stands looking at her.)

ETHEL. I'm afraid I'm giving a lot of trouble.

CAPTAIN, (kindly puffing her shoulder) Not a bit,

miss, not a bit.

MRS. PORTER, (shrill//) Captain Bar-ley ! Cap-

tain Bar-ley !

(

'

A PTAIN. (turning with impatient annoyance) Yes,

ma'am ?

MRS. PORTER, (archly) Pm a-looking at you !

(CAPTAIN stares other haughtily, then turns to ETHEL.)

CAPTAIN. Poor thing ! She's a bit (lap*

his forehead.)

(SETON opens the siving doors and enters excitedly.

When he sees ETHEL he expresses
"
/ thought so

"

in pantomime, and quickly gets out of sight under the

stairs.)

(AUGUSTUS is still lost in admiration of ETHEL.

Sighs.)

Now then, mooney.

(AUGUSTUS fifurfx.)

What are you waiting there for ? Get aboard.

E
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AUGUSTUS. All right, sir. I was just a-goin'.

(Exit AUGUSTUS with lag c.)

CAPTAIN, (to ETHEL) P'raps you'd like a cup of

tea while we're getting your berth ready.

(GEORGE crosses at back of bar.)

(confidentially) Better keep out o' sight y' know.

(pointing upstairs) There's a sort of little coffee-

room up there.

ETHEL. Thank you. (rising, goes to L. a step)

CAPTAIN, (moves chair to staircase calling) Here,

George George jest light the gas in the Captain's

Room, will you ? (talks to ETHEL L. c.)

GEORGE. Yes, sir.

CAPTAIN, (to ETHEL) Hope you're a good sailor.

GEORGE, (lights candle at bar : to MRS. PORTER)
Handsome girl, ain't she ?

MRS. PORTER, (furiously) You wait till I talk to

you I

GEORGE, (crosses to ETHEL) This way, miss.

CAPTAIN. I'll come up in a minute. You'll be

quite safe.

(GEORGE goes upstairs and opens door at top of, stairs.

ETHEL follows GEORGE upstairs. CAPTAIN watches

her. Then sits cross-legged and smilingly combs his

beard. ETHEL has gone into room. GEORGE snaps
his fingers to MRS. PORTER, who looks up. GEORGE
then points into room, then down at CAPTAIN, waggles

his hand at MRS. PORTER, then exit, closing door)
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TOM. Two pots, missus.

(Exit MRS. PORTER.)

This is a bit of all right.

TED. Wot's the good of us kicking up our 'eels

'ere?

TOM. Come on to the Peal o' Bells.

TED. Come on, then. (He and TOM go up to door

c., grumbling)

(TED has TOM by the arm.)

CAPTAIN, (rises, crosses to R. c.) Tom !

TOM. Aye, aye, sir. (disengages himself from Ted

and comes to him ; to TED) 'Arf a mo', (to CAPTAIN)

Yes, sir.

(Exit TED to R. SETON comes out of his hiding-place

and hears the following.)

CAPTAIN. (R. c.) Did you enjoy them drinks ?

TOM. (c.) Couldn't get 'em, Captain.

CAPTAIN. Oh ! Then give me back that 'arf

dollar.

TOM. Oh, Captain, (hands it to him sulkily)

CAPTAIN. That'll do, my man. (crosses to L.)

You speak when you're spoken to. (gets on stairs)

Go down to the ship and lend Augustus a hand.

TOM. (grumbling) Aye, aye, sir.

(CAPTAIN goes upstairs, singing.)

CAPTAIN.
"
Just one girl, just one girl,

I'd be happy for ever with
"

Hullo !
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(And doses door. ALF who has been asleep on seat

in window snores. TOM glares up R., then turns left

trouser pocket out; then right pocket. ALF loud

snore.}

TOM. Shut up.

(SETON goes to L. of TOM and seizes his arm. TOM
starts. Following scene is spoken quietly.)

SETON. (excitedly) What's that young lady doing

here ?

TOM. (c., surlily) Wot . young lady ?

SETON. (L. c.) You've lost half a crown, haven't

you ?

TOM. Yus.

SETON. Well, I've found it. (gives him coin)

Now, then ?

TOM. She's coming for a trip with us. (smiles)

Ho ! ho !

SETON. (amazed) Trip ? Where ?

TOM. To London.

SETON. (gives an astonished ivhistle) Phew ! What
sort of a craft is it ?

TOM. Barge.

SETON. A barge ! Great Scott ! (crosses in front

to R.)

(ToM makes for the door.)

Look here ! Hi !

(ToM stops.)

Can I come too ?
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TOM. You ? Likely. Thsre ain't no room. We
shall be like herrings in a barrel as it is.

SETON. I don't want much room.

TOM. No, but I do. Besides, the skippsr wouldn't

have you. (is (joint/, (jets to the door)

SETON. Here ! Coins here !

(ToM

Come here !

(ToM comes down slowly.)

You desert and I'll ship in your place. Sec -.'

TOM. (honest indignation) Eh? What d'ye take

me for ?

SETON. (confidentially) Come now, how much

do you want ?

TOM. It's no good, (loudly) I ain't going

SETON. Hush !

TOM. To lose my berth to please you.

SETON. You won't lose your berth. You tell the

skipper you're ill.

TOM. Ill ! He wouldn't believe me.

SETON. Yes he will if you howl loud enough.

TOM. 'Owl ?

SETON. Yes. Come, if you'll do what I tell you

(looks to R.), I'll give you a fiver.

TOM. (staring) A fi'-pun' note ?

SETON. A five-pound note.

TOM. (examining him) On a barge in them clothes ?

You look a lot like a honest 'ard working man, don't

you ?
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SETON. Come on. (takes TOM'S arm, turns up L.)

I'll go and get some old clothes at the slop shop next

door. Come on. (going up.)

TOM. (struggling) Yes, but look 'ere ! Wot 'ave

I got to do ?

SETON. I'll tell you as we go along.

(SETON drags TOM reluctantly out c. to L. GEORGE

comes out of the upper room; comes downstairs

singing )

GEORGE.
"
I'd choose to be a daisy

If I could be a flower,

My petals closing softly

At twilight's silent hour."

(Crosses stage with a dancing step, rubbing his hands,

and disappears through the flap of the bar and into

the room behind. ALF in window, snores. He has

scarcely disappeared when CAPTAIN BARLEY issues

from the upper room, and leaning over the railing of

the gallery calls
)

CAPTAIN. Mrs. Porter ! Mrs. Porter !

(No answer.)

ETHEL'S voice (within) Oh, never mind, Captain.

I can get on quite well without tea.

CAPTAIN, (turning towards door of room, which is

still open) When I give an order, it's got to be seen

to. (he comes down the stairs, shouts) Mrs. Porter !

(and across to the bar. He hammers on the bar with a

coin) Mrs. Porter !
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MRS. PORTER issues from the room behind the bar.

She is at her stateliest.)

MRS. PORTER. Was it you making that noise ?

CAPTAIN, (with great dignity) I ordered some tea.

MRS. PORTER, (with more dignity) Ye-es !

CAPTAIN. Well, it hasn't come.

MRS. PORTER. No-o ?

CAPTAIN. No.

MRS. PORTER. Have you rang the bell ?

CAPTAIN. Yes. Hover and hover again.

MRS. PORTER. I don't think it's much good ring-

ing that bell. It's broke.

CAPTAIN, (squirming with rage) Then why didn't

you say so ? Can I have tea, or can I not ?

MRS. PORTER, (indifferently) I expect the fire's

out. Still, I'll see what can be done. I daresay the

pore young thing 'ud be glad of a cup. Has she come

far?

CAPTAIN, (fiercely) Yes, she has.

MRS. PORTER. Dear me ! (suggestively) Well,

well, I wonder !

(Hoarse cries heard off at back. CAPTAIN turns to look.)

What's the matter ?

(Renewed cries from TOM, who lurches against door.

He gets half through the door.)

(SETON follows. He now has on a patched jersey <i

broken peaked cap, and huge sea-boots, and his hair

isuntid//. He carries ///x (urn clothes in a parcel.

ALF comes out of window.)
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CAPTAIN. I don't know.

MRS. PORTER, (quickly) I can't 'ave that be'-

aviour 'ere, Captain Barley. It ain't respectable.

I'm very particular about this house.

(Ton howls : against settle up L. c.)

CAPTAIN, (shouts) Tom !

TOM. (groans) Oh! Oh! Oh!

MRS. PORTER, (threateningly) I'll set George to

him. George, George, etc.

(Exit behind bar.)

SETON. (aside to TOM) Keep it up.

CAPTAIN. What are you behaving like that for,

eh?

TOM. (with his hand to his stomach) I I don't

know, Cap'n. One of my old attacks, I think, wot I

used to 'ave years ago. Don't take no notice, (flings

his arms out wildly as he crosses in front of CAPTAIN to

bar, nearly knocks BARLEY over, scoops mug off counter

and falls on bar.)

GEORGE, (bursting in under flap, furiously) Now
then ! Outside, (picks mug up)

(CAPTAIN brings chair from up c., places it behind

TOM.)

TOM. Don't take no notice. I shall be all right
after I've laid up for a few days. Don't you mind me.

(kicks out, knocks chair over. ALL start) I shall be

laid up.
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CAPTAIN. Laid up ?

TOM. Yes. It always takes about a week, (howls)

Oh, oh, oh !

(Falls into CAPTAIN'S arms. The CAPTAIN lifts him

into chair c. with great difficulty and help of ALF and

GEORGE. SETON places chair.)

CAPTAIN, (leans against bar, breathing hard) You'd

better rest a few minutes.

(GEORGE R. and ALF L. close in and watchToM with

keen interest.)

TOM. (seated c.) 'Ome 'ome's the only place

when I'm like this.

CAPTAIN. Home ? (with alarm) What about the

barge ?

TOM. Well I- (howls) Oh! (bends down)

ALF. (L. c., lifts TOM'S eyelid up) I don't think

there's much the matter with him.

GEORGE. He'll be all right in a moment.

(ToM kicks out vigorously, and catches ALF witli one

heel and GEORGE with the other.)

(ALL start. GEORGE falls R., ALFL. GEORGE crawls

under flap and his head is seen looking over bar.

ALF crawls up stage.)

ALF. (ruefully rubbing his shin) Does kicking ease

you a bit, mate ?

(Exit c.)

CAPTAIN, (crosses to down L., scratching his head,
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nonplussed) Here's a go ! My word, here's a go !

SETON. (down to L. c., tpuching his cap) I'm want-

ing to get to London, sir, and I'd be pleased to work

my way.

CAPTAIN, (suspiciously) You ? Where the devil

do you come from ?

SETON. Missed my ship the Stargazer last

night.

TOM. (gasping) He's all right, sir. I've known

'im for years.

(CAPTAIN goes round in front of SETON to R. of him.)

CAPTAIN, (deliberating) Have you sailed a barge

before ?

SETON. (respectfully) I was brought up on one,

so to speak, sir.

CAPTAIN, (with an air of making a great concession)

Well, if Tom ain't no better by the time we sail

(ToM howls, goes to bar. CAPTAIN to SETON) S'truth,

he is bad you can work your way to London if you
like.

SETON. Thank'ee, sir, much obliged, sir.

(Enter AUGUSTUS c.)

AUGUSTUS. Hist! Hist! Cap'n ! Cap'n.

CAPTAIN. Well ? (goes up to door L. AUGUSTUS

takes him apart and whispers to him)
TOM. Hist ! Hist ! (to SETON, who crosses to

him in a hoarse whisper) Wot about that fiver,

Mister.
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SETON. Sit tight, we're not through yet.

CAPTAIN, (goes down L. c., evidently disturbed)

I've got to go down to the ship. By the way, what's

your name ?

SETON. (c.) Stubbs, sir. Bill Stubbs, sir.

CAPTAIN, (takes SETON down c.) Well, look here,

Bill Stubbs, Augustus says there's a middle-aged

party been down to the barge inquiring arter me
in case she comes up here tell her I've gone away, and

there's no knowing when I shall be back.

SETON. Ay, ay, Captain !

CAPTAIN. She's a bit wrong in 'er 'ead. Might

try and give the idea to people as didn't know me
that that there was something between us

TOM. (forgetting himself and tapping his nose)

Oh, Cap'n, Cap'n !

CAPTAIN, (furious, crosses to TOM) What d'ye

mean ? (SETON goes up and down to L.) What are

you tapping that fat nose o' yourn at me for?

(doubles fist and advances upon him)

TOM. The pain's flew up there ow !

(CAPTAIN looks at him suspiciously then makes for

the door.)

CAPTAIN. Yes, I wonder. Back soon. Oh ! (comes

back, down L. to SETON, slyly and with one eye on

TOM) There's a young lady (pointing to coffee-room

up there. (ToM starts to laugh and turns it swiftly into

a howl) She's coming for a trip with us. (CAPTAIN
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glares at TOM) I've ordered tea for her. See that she

gets it, and keep an eye on her keep an eye on her.

SETON. Ay, ay, sir. (touches Us cap)

(ToM begins a deep laugh and turns it into a groan.)

CAPTAIN, (eyeing him sharply) I've a damn good
mind

AUGUSTUS. Captain, Captain, (in a thrilling

whisper) I seed her under the next lamp-post.

CAPTAIN. Who ?

AUGUSTUS. The stout party who was after you.

CAPTAIN. Great Scott! It's "Egypt."

(Darts out. AUGUSTUS goes to window. SETON sits L.)

TOM. (crosses to SETON) Oh ! He's a wonder,
he is lively ! Lively's no name for him ! Now wot

about that fiver !

SETON. What ?

TOM. That fiver.

SETON. Here you are. (givis note.)

TOM. (goes to bar) Hooray ! On the blooming
bust for a month !

(Enter MRS. BALDWIN c., gets stuck in the door)

(SETON rises, goes down L.)

MRS. BALDWIN. I beg pardon.
SETON. Hallo !

TOM. (R.) Look what's blown in !

MRS. BALDWIN. I beg pardon, but have you seen

a gentleman by the name of Captain Barley ?

TOM. (goes up R. to door) He's just gone, ma'am.
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MRS. BALDWIN. Gone ? Oh dear ! and my poor
not what they was !

TOM. (leads her down R.) Come inside and rest,

ma'am. There now ! Did 'ems, did 'ems !

MRS. BALDWIN, (sits c.) Where's he gone ?

(SETON goes to her L. mysteriously.)

SETON. He didn't leave word, ma'am (mysteri-

ously) He went off in a bit of a 'urry, and he ses, ses

he,
"
Billy," he ses,

"
if I ain't back at 'igh water,

take the ship out yourself."

MRS. BALDWIN. Oh dear, dear ! Did he look

desparate ?

SETON. (steps back L.) Ah ! What do you think,

Tom?
TOM. Ah, didn't he ? (lights his pipe)

MRS. BALDWIN, (in great distress) I knew it !

(rises, goes to TOM whispers) The landlady ? Mrs.

Porter ? Where is she ?

TOM. (leaning on bar) Was 'ere a minute ago.

MRS. BALDWIN, (whispers suspiciously) Has she

gone with him ?

TOM. Lor, no mum. (pointing R.) She's in

there.

MRS. BALDWIN. I was sure of it. Did they did

they seem to be well, you know what I mean was

he payin' her compliments ?

TOM. Last I saw of 'em they was 'avin' words.

MRS. BALDWIN. Oh, how I've wronged him ! (sits

c.) Oh, how I've wronged him !
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SETON. (goes to her) Anything the matter,

ma'am ?

MRS. BALDWIN, (mincingly) Only a misunder-

standing. But misunderstandings between them as

loves There you've only got to read the papers

to see what they leads to. And I wanted to

explain

SETON. Can I give him a message ?

MRS. BALDWIN. You're a nice, kind young man,
I'm sure.

TOM. (comes to c.) So am I, lady, (grins)

MRS. BALDWIN. Yes
;
when you see him tell him I

take it all back.

SETON. Take what back, ma'am ?

MRS. BALDWIN. What what I called him. (look-

ing at SETON)

TOM. (goes to her) What did you call him, ma'am ?

MRS. BALDWIN, (smilingly turns to TOM and

retreats with fright when she sees his face bashfully)

Oh, I don't know as I could There ! I called him

a a flirt !

(ToM goes down R., SETON down L., laughing)

TOM. What ! Cap'n Barley ! Oh, ma'am, 'ow

could you ? (leans against bar)

MRS. BALDWIN, (furious) It's all John Dibbs's

doing

SETON. (starting aside) John Dibbs hulloa !

MRS. BALDWIN. And with the other trouble comin'

on the top of it -. -
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SETON. (turns to her anxiously) What other

trouble ?

MRS. BALDWIN. Why, our Miss Ethel running

away
SETON. (goes to her, mastering himself) Who

who are you, ma'am ?

MRS. BALDWIN. Baldwin my name is. I'm

housekeeper up to Major Smedley's.

(AUGUSTUS is suddenly all attention and comes out of

the window unnoticed
', exclaiming)

AUGUSTUS. Smedley !

(Rain ready.)

MRS. BALDWIN. And Miss Ethel's run away, poor

thing ;
and they're all hunting for her, and, oh dear !

dear !

AUGUSTUS, (coming forward urith one flourish down

R. c.) That must be the Cap'n's young lady !

(SETON up L. and TOM up R. signal furiously to

AUGUSTUS to hold his tongue.)

MRS. BALDWIN, (rises) What ?

AUGUSTUS. Ah ! Her wot's coming on a trip

with us. (ToM kicks him) Her name is Smedley.

I seed it on 'er bag.

TOM. You've been drinking !

AUGUSTUS. I know who's been drinking. Why,
I've just finished getting 'er bunk ready for her. TOM
throws cloth at him) What yer doing ? Cap'n Barley

was most particular.
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MRS. BALDWIN, (going off into hysterics) What !

Oh ! Oh ! (falls into SETON'S arm, who is L.)

SETON. (to TOM) Take that young fool outside

and kick him.

(Rain.)

(Ton takes AUGUSTUS by the collar and seat and

thrusts him out c., going out with him. AUGUSTUS

howls and kicks. Exit to R.)

SETON. (Goes down stage to R. with MRS. BALD-

WIN in his arms) What the devil am I to do with

this?

(Puts her in chair and gets L.)

MRS. BALDWIN, (reviving) Oh ! Oh ! And Miss

Ethel whom I nussed before I could walk I mean,

she could walk, (fiercely) I'll go to the Major
and get the police, (goes up L.)

SETON. (hastily, seizes her arm, on her R.) Wait a

minute ! Wait a minute ! That won't do. Listen.

Trust in me. (brings her down)

MRS. BALDWIN. I don't trust nobody never no

more.

SETON. We must avoid scandal. Think of the

Major's feelings.

MRS. BALDWIN, (crosses to R., he follows her)

Think of my feelings, (looking at him) And who are

you, pray ?

SETON. I'm I'm the mate and I happen to know
all about it. I met Dibbs, you know. Dibbs told

me why Miss Ethel had bolted.

MRS. BALDWIN. With Captain Barley !
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SETON. With Capt eli ? (bursts into laughter

goes to L. MRS. BALDWIN goes up to window annoyed

SETON, with a new idea) By George ! She'd make

a damn good chaperon, and if I don't get her away
somehow she'll spoil the whole show. I say ! (MRS.

BALDWIN comes down) I've an idea. I'll conceal

you on the barge. When she comes on board, you

pop up and claim her. Think of the gratitude of

the family !

MRS. BALDWIN. Oh, I can't !

SETON. (solemnly) Very well, then you'll lose

her. (goes to her) Nobody knows where she is now.

I think she's coming aboard to-morrow at Hedge
End. But I'm not sure. They're so artful !

MRS. BALDWIN. Ah-ah !

SETON. (hurriedly) It's the only way. Trust

me. (gets R. of MRS. BALDWIN and tries to force her

up c., she turns to him) You'll be all right. Think of

Captain Barley's face when you rise up out of the

hold. Only think of his face ! (tries to force her up c.,

she turns to him)

MRS. BALDWIN. But but

SETON. That's all right, (tries to force her up c.,

she turns to him) I'll make you a comfortable shake-

down in the hold. You'll sleep like a top ;
and when

the right moment comes, I'll give three knocks (stamps

on stage) One ! two ! three ! Then up you come.

Think of the gratitude

MRS. BALDWIN. It's Captain Barley I'm thinking

of. (goes to L.)

F
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(Re-enter TOM, comes down c.)

SETON. That's right. You think of his face.

Think of him. Think of her. Think of them!

Here, Tom, this lady's going to be stowed away in the

hold. Make her snug see ? (gives him another tip)

TOM. There's room for a dozen more at the same

price.

SETON. Take her along and keep Augustus out

of the way.

TOM. Come along, mum.

SETON. (to MRS. BALDWIN, who is being led away

by TOM) Don't you be alarmed. You trust in me.

I shall be looking after you, and when I give three

knocks

MRS. BALDWIN, (at door, wailing) Oh, Jem !

Jem !

SETON. That's it ! Think of his face.

(Rain)

(Exeunt MRS. BALDWIN and TOM c. to L.)

(Sits c., laughs, wiping his brow) Phew! Now, Miss

Ethel ! (he takes a matchbox off the bar and throws it

at the door upstairs)

(ETHEL appears.)

ETHEL. Did any one knock ? (she comes out on

to the landing)

SETON. (R. c., very politely in rough voice) Good

evening, Miss Smedley.
ETHEL, (anxiously, leaning over the balustrade and

examining him) Who are you ?
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SKTON. (touching his cup) Bill Stubbs. miss

iirst mate aboard Captain Barley's liner I'm

ETHEL, (interrupt In<i him) What do you want ?

SKTON. I was told to k<vp a hove on vou.

ETHEL, (amazed and frightened} To keep a heye
on me ?

SETON. (nods) CapVs orders, miss.

ETHEL, (coming anxiously do/rn a few steps) I

know your voice you're

SETON. Bill Stubbs, miss.

ETHEL, (comes further down) You're (comes to

him) you're Lieutenant Boyne.

SETON. Bill Stubbs, miss.

(Rain

ETHEL. Why what. you won* dressed differently

this afternoon.

SKTON. Sunday clothes, miss.

ETHEL. And you spoke differently.

SETON. Did I, miss. Perhaps that was through

living up to the clothes.

ETHEL, (puzzled) What does it mean ? (with a

little anxious cry) Oh ! (miserably) You were lying

this afternoon.

SETON. No, miss.

ETHEL, (goes to him joyfully) No ?

SETON. No !

Ivi IFEL. (impatiently >r/m//.v) But how could you
be a Lie.iitenunt in the Navy this afternoon, and

now a what you are ?
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SETON. (touching Ms cap] For the purpose of

keeping a heye on you miss.

ETHEL. Oh ! you've followed me through the

town !

SETON. Yes, miss.

ETHEL. And you mean to follow me to London ?

SETON. Yes, miss, (goes to her)

ETHEL, (goes to L. haughtily) Indeed ! Well, I

shall tell Captain Barley not to take you. I have no

doubt you are a common sailor

SETON. (humbly, with fingers to cap) Yes, miss.

ETHEL. But there are common sailors I like better.

You may go now. (crosses in front to R.)

SETON. (L.) But what about our bargain, miss ?

ETHEL. (R., haughtily) Bargain ?

SETON. I was to come to-morrow morning to be

introduced to Major Smedley.

ETHEL. That was Lieutenant Boyne, not Bill

Stubbs.

SETON. Dear, dear, then I shall have to go and

introduce myself, (going up L.)

ETHEL, (sharply and quickly) And tell my father

where I am ?

SETON. I dare say he'd like to know.

ETHEL. You horrid, overbearing how dare you
talk to me like this ? How dare you follow

me?

SETON. (coming toe.) I only happened to be a-going

the same way, miss. Quite by chance I 'appened to

meet John Dibbs and he told me you'd bolted.
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(laughs) I never, thought as 'ow we was going to be

shipmates.

(Rain.)

ETHEL, (stamping her foot) Oh, do talk properly.

(turns up R. a few steps)

SETON. I can't miss, (goes to chair c.)

ETHEL, (staring) Can't ! Why not !

SETON. Acos all my impidence 'ud desart me

(kneels on chair c.) I feel more easy like as a 'umble

sailor obeyin' his cap'n's commands and keeping a

heye (confidentially) a necessary heye

ETHEL, (close to him) You're an impertinent,

abominable, insulting, thick-skinned (hissing) s-s-spy !

(crosses to L.)

SETON. Thank you, miss. You are a-giving of me
a character.

ETHEL, (angrily) If you're so lost to all gentle-

manly feeling as to insist on coming, I suppose I must

go home.

SETON. (goes to her calmly) You can't, miss.

ETHEL. Oh, indeed ! As if my father and mother

wouldn't be glad enough to have me.

SETON. Yes, miss, and so would Mr. Herbert

Manners.

ETHEL, (startled and confused) What do you

know about him ?

SETON. Only what John Dibbs told me. He's

looking for you, and when he finds you, he'll take

precious good care not to lose sight of you again !
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ETHEL. What hateful things men are ! (goes to

L., then a step to c.)

SETON. Yes, miss, 7 like girls better.

ETHEL. Oh ! if you insist on coming, I shall tell

Captain Barley to lead you an awful life.

SETON. (cheerfully) Anything in a good cause,

miss.

ETHEL, (speechless) Oh ! (goes on to third stair

faces to L.) Will you kindly tell me why Lieutenant

Seton Boyne is honouring me by dogging my foot-

steps and mixing himself up in my concerns ?

SETON. (speaking in his own voice, drawing himself

up and looking at her, goes to L. c.) I haven't the

pluck to tell you. Besides, it's unnecessary.

ETHEL. Unnecessary ?

SETON. (goes to stairs) Yes. You know.

ETHEL, (gasping) I I know !

SETON. (firmly) Yes !

ETHEL, (confused, indignant, haughty, delighted.

Finally draws herself up with magnificent hauteur)

Good-night.

(Begins to go upstairs rain stops.)

SETON. (rough voice) Good-night. I'll wake you
in the morning, (up L.) When I give three knocks

up you oh no, that's not you !

ETHEL, (halfway up) What do you mean ?

SETON. Nothing, nothing, (goes to R. c.)

ETHEL, (on the landing) I shall tell Captain

Barley who you are,
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SKTON. (humbly) Yes, mi.-.;. Kill Stubbs, miss.

(his own voice) Chapsron. (moves chair c. up R. c.)

(ETHEL exit, slamming her door. SETON goes to bur,

knocking. At the same moment enter CAPTAIN

BARLEY, c., with rain on his coat. He looks round

cautiously over settle at fireplace.)

CAPTAIN. Have you got rid of hsr ? (comes down

c.)

SETON. (comes to c., confused) Got rid of who ?

CAPTAIN. Didn't the middle-agsd party come ?

SETON. Oh, that one !

CAPTAIN. Great Scott ! Any more of 'em been

here ?

SETON. No. We got rid of the old 'un.

CAPTAIN. That's all right, (crosses tox,.) Have a

gargle ? (call) Mrs. Porter ! (knocks on the bar

whistles bangs pot on bar)

(Enter MRS. PORTER. CAPTAIN goes to bang louder,

seeing her he whistles.)

Two pints, missis. (MRS. PORTER looks in the air,

and while MRS. PORTER draws it, to SETON) Affability.

That's wot it is with me. No harm, but too much

affability.

MRS. PORTER, (handing him the mug haughtily)

Here's your beer, (bangs pot on counter. The beer

spirts over CAPTAIN)

CAPTAIN, (wipes face) I've got it.

(MRS. PORTER hands the other pot.)
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Thank you, my sweetie, (pays sixpence for beer)

MRS. PORTER. Indeed ! (takes money, gives two-

pence change, goes up n.)

CAPTAIN, (hands mug to SETON) See that ? Only

this evenin' she was as sweet as sugar. You're a little

bit younger than me ! you take my tip. Don't be

affable to more than one gal at a time in the same

port.

(BoTH drink.)

(SETON nods and retires to settle c. GEORGE has come

under flap from behind the bar with a tray on which

is one cup of tea and a plate of bread and butter.

He crosses the stage, goes upstairs to ETHEL'S room,

knocks, enters.)

CAPTAIN. (MRS. PORTER going off) My dear my
pet Pussy, (to MRS. PORTER, who is haughtily going

out R.) Twopenny smoke.

(MRS. PORTER gets down a box R. ; jabs him with box

to make him look round.)

CAPTAIN, (looking at cigars thinking better of it)

No, no. (pushes box away with a glance at ETHEL'S

door) Your twopennys ain't popular (GEORGE comes

out of room) with the ladies ! Hang the expense.

.Fowpenny smoke ! (to GEORGE, ivho is on the stairs)

Was that the tea, George ?

GEORGE, (down L. c.) Um.
CAPTAIN. I beg your pardon ?

GEORGE. I said
"
um."

(While he is looking at GEORGE, MRS. PORTER stands
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still holding out the same box, and stares at somet It im/

ten miles off as she serves him.)

CAPTAIN. Georgie. (takes a ci</>i)\ r/v/r/'x it at

///x //;//// car trith rig/if, hand, smells it) That's a bit of

all right. What a difference twopence makes, (bites

the end off, spits it out)

MRS. PORTER. Disgusting !

CAPTAIN, (grins at her, takes out money, pays

fourpence) Cash four d. Match, please.

MRS. PORTER, (looks for matchbox, can't find it,

coldly) Light it at the gas. (bangs cigar-box on

shelf down R.)

(Exit R.)

CAPTAIN, (looking after her) Ho ! Nasty now !

Affability, that's what it is with me, no harm, (light

cigar, then crosses to c.) Too much affability, (eye-

ing cigar critically puffs) Lively romer.

(Takes another puff c., blows smoke in GEORGE'S face,

who is L. c. GEORGE sneezes once.)

(wipes his coat with handkerchief) Don't yer like it ?

It's one of your own fourpennys. (goes up stairs

singing )

"
Girls, girls, with your curls, curls, curls,

I love you, all of you, short
"

(opens door)

Here I am again.

(Exit.)

(GEORGE sits L. c., choking. Rain.)

(Enter at back MAJOR SMEDLEY and MANNERS.
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MANNERS has him by the arm. Both very wet.

SETON goes into window.)

MAJOR. It'll pass off with a little brandy. Where

the devil's the landlady ?

GEORGE, (rises) Minding the supper. I'll call

her. (crosses to R.)

(Exit behind bar, calling.)

Lovey lovey !

MAJOR. How many miles have we walked ? (goes

to bar)

MANNERS, (down L. c.) Ten, I should think.

(Enter MRS. PORTER behind bar.)

MAJOR. Er um glass o' your your best

brandy.

(MRS. PORTER goes up R. for brandy. GEORGE comes

under flap. Pops his head round, looking up at

MAJOR.)

MAJOR, (drops stick) God bless my soul, don't

do that.

GEORGE. Beg pardon, beg pardon.

(Goes up c., brings table and chair down c., takes pot

to bar.)

MAJOR, (picks up stick to MANNERS) You going

to ?

MANNERS. No, thank you. (goes to bar below

MAJOR)

(MRS. PORTER serves him. MAJOR pays MRS.

PORTER gives change.)
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(to MRS. PORTER) Oh, I say have you seen a

young ?

MAJOR, (kick hi ij him) Shut up !

MRS. PORTER. Seen a young ?

MAJOR, (to MRS. PORTER) Nothing, ma'am.

You're minding the supper, I believe. Don't let us

keep vou.

MRS. PORTER. Thank you, sir.

(Exit.)

MANNERS. But

MAJOR, (few steps to c.) Think I want the whole

town to know it ?

(.MANNERS goes to L. c. MAJOR turns to bar just as

GEORGE, who has come down R., disappears under

flap.)

God bless my soul !

(GEORGE'S head peeps over counter.)

Don't do it !

GEORGE. Beg pardon, beg pardon.

(Exit R.)

MAJOR, (sits R. of table, puts his (jlass on table)

Ah I have a conviction I shall never see my poor

girl again.

(SETON is attentive in trimlow.)

MANNERS. Oh, nonsense, Major, (takes chair from

L., sits L. of table)

MAJOR, (furious) What the devil do you mean

by nonsense, sir. She's been hounded out of her
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home her own home. That's the kindness women

have for each other if I'd known her mother was

going to treat her like that (drinks and shakes

MANNERS. But I say, by Jove, you know

MAJOR, (fiercely) And you too, Manners.

(SETON gets up, expresses his agonized anxiety.)

How dare you thrust your unwelcome attentions on

her ? Between you and her mother, my poor girl

(sighs)

MANNERS. Hang it all, sir ? How was I to know ?

MAJOR. How were you to know, sir ! Why,

damme, weren't you writing letters to her ? Wasn't

she writing them to you ? You ought to've read

between the lines
;

it must have been there.

MANNERS. Well, I couldn't see it.

MAJOR. That was her tender-heartedness her

gentleness. Come, what did she say in her last

letter ?

MANNERS. Nothing much.

MAJOR. There you are.

MANNERS. All she said was that your temper was

getting worse every day.

MAJOR. Her humour, sir -the humour of that

girl there ! Why, you can see what my temper is !

MANNERS. I thought you'd been dropping on

her

MAJOR. I ! (shouts) Why, confound and dash it,

sir, she and I, we've been sworn playmates ever since
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she was born. No, no'; it's her mother damn bad-

tempared woman, (rises, goes to R. with glass of

brandy) Mind, as soon as we've found her

(SETON goes at back to down L. with beer.)

I expect you to withdraw your suit.

MANNERS, (rises, goes to MAJOR) Well, but

MAJOR. I shall expact you to withdraw your suit.

MANNERS, (goes to L. c., to SETON) I say, my man,
do you happen to have seen a young ?

MAJOR. (R. c.) Damn it, sir, will you hold your

tongue ?

(MANNERS goes to MAJOR.)

(LucY appears at the swing doors.)

LUCY. Oh, Auntie, here they are.

(Enter LUCY and MRS. SMEBLEY both very wcf

they are going out again.)

MRS. SMEDLEY. Oh, I don't think we can go in

there.

MAJOR. Eh ? (swallows the. remainder of the

brandy hastily)

MANNERS. Ah ! (goes upn. c. to LUCY, who comes

to -fireplace)

(SETON'S predicament is worse than ever. He goes

under gallery up L.)

MAJOR. Ah come in, my dear. Corns in. Her-

bert and I took sh3lter from th.3 rain.

(MANNERS is busy wiping LUCY'S dress. Rain stops.)
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MRS. SMEDLEY. (comes down L. c.) Oh, and it's

still raining. And my poor Ethel, without a dry

thread on her

MAJOR. Confound it, Susan, what's the use of a

dry thread ?

(Enter CAPTAIN BARLEY above.)

MRS. SMEDLEY. (down L. c.) Oh, what a horrid

plase, oh! (sseiny BARLEY). My good man, have you
seen

(SETON up L. signals to BARLEY frantically.)

MAJOR, (takes her to R. c. by her arm) Will you
be quiet, Susan. We've got to keep this to ourselves.

If we can't find her, nobody can.

(CAPTAIN and SETON exchange signals. CAPTAIN

can't understand what's up.)

Here, come into the window
;

let's see what's to be

done next ?

(He and MRS. SMEDLEY go into the window.)

LUCY, (comes to back of table c. to HERBERT)
I'm so sorry for you.

MANNERS, (a little above, R. of her) By Jove, that

is good of you. D'you know, I don't ssem to feel it

as much as I ought
LUCY. Oh, how wrong
MANNERS, (significantly) I had such a warm

welcome, you know.

LUCY, (moves up R. to ivindow) I can't imagine
what you mean.
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MAJOR, ll<-iv, Lucy Manners -come lien-.

(('APTAIX comes down. They go info ir'mdoir.)

CAPTAIN. (hnshnL to SETON) \VIm's tint rrowd ?

SETON. (tloirn L. c., meaningly) Parties wot's lost

a young lady

CAPTAIN. WJiat ! Do they know she';' (pointing)

up there ?

SETON. (meaningly) Oh ? Is she ?

CAPTAIN. What's that to you ? (crosses to c.)

What you've got to do is to get 'em out o' the house.

SKTON. Me ? How ?

CAPTAIN. I don't care how. H'anyhow. Here,

pretend you're drunk.

SETON. Pretend I'm drunk !

CAPTAIN. Pretend you're drunk and fight 'em.

(crosses to L. and gHx on slnir*)

SETON. (goes to stair rail) WotjiM- tuko me for ?

CAPTAIN, (over rail, fiercely) Won't yer ?

SKTON. Not I !

CAPTAIN. All right, my fine feller ! Don't you

expect any free passage on my ship then. That's

all ! (goes up)

SETON. Here, I say
-

(goes on stairs)

CAPTAIN. You heard me. (goes K/I and kicks out

at SETON)

(SETON jumps off stairs.)

(MAJOR rises and goes to bar.)

(Enter MRS. PORTER R. at bar.)

MRS. PORTER, (who has just entered, to MAJOR, who
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comes forward) There's a nice coffee room up them

stairs, sir, if you ladies would like to wait there till

the shower's over.

(The others come down R. c.)

MAJOR, (moves to c., seeing CAPTAIN BARLEY,
who is rigid ivith horror at the head of the stairs) Ah
thanks seems occupied.

MRS. PORTER, (with great contempt.) Oh, that's

only Captain Barley and his grand-daughter. They
don't count. I'll send you ladies up some tea.

Ghastly anguish of CAPTAIN, who rolls about signalling

desperately to SETON to be drunk.)

MRS. SMEDLEY. (down R. c.) It would be nice,

William, Lucy and I could have a good cry.

MAJOR. Hang it, Susan, ain't you damp enough

already ? All right then, (going L.)

MRS. PORTER. I'll order the tea.

(Exit with a sniff at the CAPTAIN.)

MAJOR, (to his party) Come on, my dear, come

on. (music)

(MRS. SMEDLEY and LUCY cross to L. c. MANNERS
down R. But SETON has seated himself halfway

up the stairs with his cap doivn over his eyes. He is

waving his mug of beer in his hand and wagging
his head foolishly.)

SETON. (to MRS. SMEDLEY) Come along, my
dear, plenty of room (hie) come s't beside me.

Plenty room plenty of room.
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(MRS. SMEDLEY and LUCY run over to MANNERS

horrified. They talk excitedly.)

MAJOR, (bangs rail with stick) Get out of the

way, you scoundrel.

SETON. (beckoning with fore finger) Look 'ere, I

wan' talk t' you. Lis'en to me. Lis'en me.

MAJOR. Manners, turn him out. (goes to R. c.)

MANNERS. By Jove ! (rushes over to SETON)

(SETON rises to his feet with a yell, sways and drops

the mug, which smashes on MANNER'S foot. MAN-

NERS hops for a second, then quickly takes his

coat off. Women scream. Enter MRS. PORTER.)

MRS. PORTER, (calls) George ! George ! George !

MRS. SMEDLEY. (to MAJOR) Oh, let's get out of

this horrid place.

(MRS. SMEDLEY and LUCY go up R. c.)

(MAJOR starts as GEORGE comes under flap.)

GEORGE, (who has entered and seized the situation

at a glance) Outside !

(He rushes over to L., dashes at SETON, who is sitting

on stairs, and who receives him in his arms and dangles

him on his knees. MANNERS laughs and puts coat

on, goes to R.)

MAJOR. (R. c., to MRS. PORTER) I'll report you

at the Sessions, ma'am.

(MAJOR goes up to L. c. MRS. SMEDLEY runs to L. c.

LUCY goes to MANNERS R. MRS. SMEDLEY goes to

MANNERS as LUCY comes to L.C. MRS. SMEDLEY goes
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up R. c. to MAJOR. MANNERS goes to LUCY they go

up L. to c.)

(to his party) Come ! (goes to door c.)

(Exeunt MRS. SMEDLEY, MAJOR, LUCY, MANNERS.

SETON carries GEORGE, staggers to bar, throws

GEORGE over bar, glass crash off R. At the same

moment ETHEL comes out of her room, and the CAPTAIN

seeing the coast clear comes downstairs. ETHEL

sees SETON's extraordinary behaviour, follows CAP-

TAIN.)

ETHEL. What's the matter ?

CAPTAIN, (crosses R. to SETON) Get on the barge

if you can, and put your head under the pump !

SETON. (up c., dazed) No, but I say !

CAPTAIN, (with magnificent dignity) If you're

going to talk to me you had better find another ship !

ETHEL. Oh, Captain Barley, what a dreadful man !

CAPTAIN. (R. c., with fatherly solicitude) Don't

take no notice o' him, my pretty. He's intosticated.

(He gallantly off'ers her his arm, and as they turn up L.C.

to go out c., leaving SETON leaning on bar too aston-

ished to say a word)

THE CURTAIN FALLS.

(Music forte.)





NOTES ON WORKING OF BARGE.

The barge is made to run on small wheels, and is drawn on

by a winch. As in most theatres there is not room for the full

length of the barge to be hidden behind the wing, it is made in

two sections, joined by hinges. The back part of the barge is

drawn up against the wall, and as the barge runs forward on to

the stage it is slowly lowered so as to come level with the fore-

half. The crew jump in before it passes the hiding wing. The

following sketches will show the working :

\~~ MILL

VIEWS FROM STAGE, FACJNO AUDIENCE,



NOTE. It is not essential to have the barge constructed

to wheel on and off. The authors have arranged the text of

this act in an appendix so that the barge can be discovered on

rise of curtain and remain stationary during the entire scene.

ACT III i

(Music.)

(An open meadow. On the left a shrub-clad cliff

rises abruptly, and the commencement of a path is

seen winding up it. At the back an embanked river

runs diagonally across the stage from beyond the

cliff on the left to near the footlights on the right.

On the right it loses itself behind a plantation of firs.

On the further side the tops of rushes and flags in

flower are seen. Beyond the embankment there is a

wide expanse of flat meadow landscape bounded on

the horizon by downs similar to that seen through the

gap in the shrubs on the right in ACT I. It is early

morning. Birds call off. Pail of mud behind

embankment R. c. Tree trunk down L.)

(DiBBS is standing on bank L.C. looking off R.)

(MANNERS comes down the path on the rigM, IE. He

is in flannels and carries a bath towel over his arm.)

MANNERS, (on bank R., stops surprised on seeing

DIBBS) Hulloa, Dibbs.

1 See Appendix for alternative rendering when there is

no room for a moving barge.
101
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DIBBS. (L. c., surly) Hulloa.

MANNERS. (R.) Fine morning.

DIBBS. For them as can enjoy it.

MANNERS, (sits on bank R. c.) I came down for a

swim, (unfastens boot) Thought it'd do me good.

Been up all night, (takes boot off)

DIBBS. We've all been up all night, ain't we ?

MANNERS. Ah ! But I've been up with the Major.

DIBBS. There's not much water for a swim. Tide

running out fast.

MANNERS. Mean to say I've (crawls up slope)

walked half a mile for nothing ?

DIBBS. Come and see for yourself.

MANNERS, (on the embankment) By Jove, it does

look pretty beastly. What are you doing down

here ? Did you come for a bath ? (sits R. c. Puts

boot on)

DIBBS. Me ! Bath ! I've got something better

to do than bathing, (darkly, comes to him) I'm a-

watching for the 'Eart in 'And.

MANNERS. What's that?

DIBBS. That's Captain Jem Barley's barge.

Jem Barley knows more about this 'ere business than

wot's good for 'im. And what Jem Barley knows I'm

going to know, or else I'll know the reason why.

(goes up to L. c.)

MANNERS. What do you mean ?

DIBBS. (comes down R. c.) As I was a-comin' 'ome

this morning, not 'avin' 'ad my clothes off all night,

I run up against Tom Codd, him as was mate to Cap'n
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Barley, an' lie was flush o' money. Unnatural flush

he was, and all I could get out o' him was as he'd got

it for keepin' 'is 'ead shut about a young lady Cap'n

Barley 'ad got on his barge.

MANNERS, (rises) By Jove ! Why haven't you
told the Major ?

DIBBS. Wot, and get swore at ? I've a-had

enough o' the Major, (goes to L. c.)

MANNERS, (goes to DIBBS) We've all had enough
of the Major. He's asleep now in the billiard-room.

You go up and tell Mrs. Smedley. I'll stay here and

watch

LUCY, (off R.) Dibbs, Dibbs!

(Enter LUCY, running down the path R.)

LUCY. Dibbs ! ^sees MANNERS) Oh, I beg your

pardon.

MANNERS, (crosses to R.) Good morning, Miss

Dallas, (shakes hands.) By Jove, you look as fresh

as if you'd had a good night's rest.

LUCY. How can you say such a thing when you
know that we (yawns, crosses to c.) Oh, Dibbs,

the Major is storming for you and he's caught such

a cold last night that's made him worse.

MANNERS. He's woke up, has he ?

LUCY. Oh yes. And in such a temper, (to

DIBBS) I saw you through the telescope. Do go to

him at once, (pushes him to R.)

MANNERS. Tell him what you've told me

DIBBS. (on bank R.) If you see Captain Barley
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you tell him John Dibbs '11 expect 'im back o' the

red barn. (DiBBS crossing to R.)

MANNERS. Yes, but

DIBBS. That's all you ses. Back o' the red barn,

ses you. He'll understand.

(Exit up path R.)

LUCY. How extraordinary Dibbs is ! (goes on to

bank L. c.) What has he told you ?

MANNERS. He thinks he's got a clue. Something
about a Captain Barley and a barge. He was waiting

there for the barge to come, (lies on bank L. c.)

LUCY. What's that got to do with Ethel ?

MANNERS. I don't know unless she's aboard. I

expect sitting up all night has been too much for

Dibbs.

LUCY, (goes down L. c.) How unsatisfactory you
are. (sits L. on upper end of tree)

MANNERS. Well, what do you expect ? I come

home, all the way from Kussia, to get married, and the

first thing I know is my bride's bolted, and I spend the

night with an infuriated Major tramping all over the

country looking for her, and if I try to ask any-

body whether they've seen her, he nearly snaps my
head off, and he swears at me for leaving England
and for coming home, and and Oh, I don't

know.

LUCY. Poor Mr. Manners. I think you are bear-

ing it nobly.

MANNERS. What did she want to run away for ?
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Why couldn't she have told me she didn't want to

marry me ?

LUCY. Oh, don't talk in that cold practical way.

You know you're very fond of her.

MANNERS. I don't know, (suddenly) How do

you know ?

LUCY, (confused) Well I I

MANNERS, (getting nearer) Yes ?

LUCY. Yesterday when when you thought I

was Ethel

MANNERS, (eagerly) Yes ?

LUCY. You you showed considerable affection.

MANNERS, (chaffingly) How how do you know ?

LUCY, (demurely) Wasn't I the unfortunate

victim ?

MANNERS. Don't remind me of that ! It was

most disagreeable.

LUCY, (rises) I'm sorry!

MANNERS, (hastily) I mean for you. (rises)

I've never forgiven myself. I feel I owe you some

reparation.

LUCY, (sits on c. upper end of tree) Oh, please

don't trouble about that.

MANNERS. But I do. If I'd been able to get to

bed at all, since I've been here, it would have kept

me awake all night. Now look here, I've come all

the way from Kussia to get married

LUCY. Well ? And you're going to marry Ethel.

MANNERS. What ! When she's run away sooner

than marry me ?
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LUCY. You see, she's rather particular about

whom she marries.

MANNERS, (sits above LUCY on tree) Well, so am
I. I won't marry anybody who doesn't want me.

LUCY, (with admiration) How strong you are.

(moves to lower end of tree)

MANNERS. I can't help it, it's my character, (gets

closer) But I can't go back to Kussia without a wife.

(she moves) You see that, don't you ? (he goes

closer)

LUCY, (rises, demurely) What sort of a place is

Kussia ? (she goes round L. of tree and sits up stage

on it)

MANNERS. Well, it's rather a large place, and there

are towns you know (closer to her), Petersburg and

Moscow, and (closer)

LUCY, (rises, ecstatically) Yes, I know. I have

beautiful memories of Moscow, (goes on bank to c.)

MANNERS. Have you been there ?

LUCY. No, but I've read about it, in a letter you
sent Ethel.

MANNERS, (goes to her) Did she show you my
letters ?

LUCY. Only extracts.

MANNERS. That's capital. Then you know all

about me. Seems like providence, doesn't it. 1

wrote to Ethel, but you read the letter. I came back

to Ethel, but I met you. I thought I was kissing

Ethel, but, by Jove, I was

LUCY, (turns to R.) Mr. Manners !
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MANNERS. And now my friends in Russia are

waiting to welcome my wife.

LUCY, (goes to R., coughs) I say, it's not fair to

leave Aunt so long alone with the Major.

MANNERS. To welcome my wife Funny ! I

never told any of them her Christian name. Talk

about prov
-

(takes her hand)

LUCY, (draws, her hand aivay, sharply) I am

beginning to think Ethel was quite right in running

away from you.

MANNERS. I'm sure of it. Best thing she could

have done.

LUCY. For I am afraid, oh, I am so afraid, you're

fickle.

MANNERS. I ? (steps back to L.) What a shame.

LUCY. I didn't mean to offend you.

MANNERS, (turns to L.) No, but you hurt me. (to

her) Just as I was going to tell you how true I am
LUCY. I'm going to Auntie.

(Ready barge bell. LUCY glancing to R., takes a far

steps backward. MANNERS takes her hand. She

moves to R.)

MANNERS. Wait a minute. Not that way.

It's so steep, I can't talk. Let's go round through

the plantation (points off L.) and up the back of the

cliff, (points to R.)

LUCY. How masterful you are !

MANNERS. By Jove, yes. Come on.

LUCY, (crosses to L.) Tell me more about Moscow.
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MANNERS. Oh, it's not a bad sort of place. I got

my nose frozen there

(Exeunt L.)

(CAPTAIN BARLEY'S voice, off R. 2 E., behind cliff.)

CAPTAIN BARLEY. Now then, lively with it. (Bell

Under stage bell)

SETON
j

and [ Aye, aye, sir. (boat coming on)

AUGUSTUS, j

CAPTAIN BARLEY. Out with them fenders.

AUGUSTUS. Aye, aye ! (goes to L., throws fenders

over)

CAPTAIN BARLEY, (unfastens rope R.) Stand by
the halyards.

AUGUSTUS. Aye, aye !

CAPTAIN BARLEY. Let the for'sail down.

AUGUSTUS. Aye, ready.

(Barge comes on from R. to L.)

CAPTAIN BARLEY. Down with it.

(AUGUSTUS pulls sail down.)

Stand by the main brail and the middle brail.

SETON. Aye, aye, sir. (goes to back of mast)

(AUGUSTUS, L. of mast, takes ropes.)

All ready.

CAPTAIN BARLEY. Haul away, (unfastens rope
R. c.)
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(SETON and AUGUSTUS haul up sail with a
"
Ho, heave,

ho ! ")

Stand by to anchor.

(SETON runs to L.)

SETON. Aye, aye, sir. (runs forward)

(Barge drifts further on. The deck is level with the

top of the embankment and there is no ivashboard, so

that the whole deck is visible. Smoke comes out

small stove pipe forward.)

CAPTAIN BARLEY. Over with it.

SETON. Aye, aye, sir.

(AUGUSTUS throws anchor overboard ; man off catches

it ; splash ; the barge goes back a bit to L., then stops.)

(Bell.)

CAPTAIN BARLEY. Ease it up short. (SETON hauls

up anchor a bit) Come aft and haul up theleeboards.

(SETON on front c. AUGUSTUS at back, and they

haul up boards.)

(fastens tiller to back) A little more wind and we'd

ha' done it. We must wait till the tide turns now.

SETON. Pretty place, Cap'n. The young lady '11

be able to go ashore and pick buttercups and daisies.

CAPTAIN BARLEY. Young lady ! You speak when

you're spoken to, my lad, and not afore, else you an

me won't talk alike. Go and wash them decks.

SETON. Why, I washed 'em only half an hour ago.

CAPTAIN BARLEY. It don't matter if you washed

'em 'arf a minute ago. Wash 'em again.
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(SETON lowers mop down L. and washes deck.)

Augustus Augustus !

AUGUSTUS, (sulkily) Yus.

CAPTAIN BARLEY. Yus ! Come 'ere.

(AUGUSTUS comes staring.)

And say
"
Yes, sir," when you speak to me. Wot

about that milk I told you about last night.

AUGUSTUS. You never told me about no milk.

CAPTAIN BARLEY, (threatening) What's that ?

AUGUSTUS. I don't remember. I can't remember

every blessed thing.

CAPTAIN BARLEY. An' wot's the young lady to 'ave

for breakfast ? (gives him twopence) You run along to

that farm (points off L. behind plantation) and ask for

two-penorth. (goes to R.)

AUGUSTUS, (follows him) It's no part o' the third

'and's dooty to

CAPTAIN BARLEY (turns on him) Wot's that?

(AUGUSTUS leaps off barge and runs off L. CAPTAIN

BARLEY fills his pipe. SETON is whistling.)

CAPTAIN BARLEY. Who's that whistling ?

SETON. (L. c.) Skylark, I expect. They will do

it.

CAPTAIN. Don't you skylark me, 'cos I won't

have it.

(SETON whistles)

I won't 'ave no whistling on this barge while there's

a young lady aboard.
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(Bell for knocking ready.)

(SETON at back c.)

(going to L.) You let me know when she comes up.

The instant mind. I'm going to take forty winks.

And well I've earned 'em.

SETON. All right, Cap'n. Don't stint yourself.

Take forty-one.

(CAPTAIN BARLEY exit down forecastle, which he closes

after him.)

SETON. (takes out cigarette case) Surely old tarry

breeches can't be in love ? Why it's

(Bell. A thundering bloiv from below the forehold.)

What's that ? (Bell. Puts case back.)

(Another blow.)

Good heavens, Mrs. Baldwin ! I'd forgotten her !

(He hastily kneels c. on hatch R. c., raises middle

hatch a little at back and speaks doivn it in Cockney

voice.)

Hsh ! No. Soon, very soon. You must. Don't

spoil the ship for a ha'porth o' tar. Oh rats ! (hastily)

No, no, no ! Not real rats. Only an expression.

Do keep quiet till we're out of the river. Why, I

gave you a breath of fresh air last night. Yes, I did.

(Hatch pushed up a bit.)

What do you want to stand upright for ? You'd

have cramp anywhere if you're subject to it, you're so

fidgety about trifles.
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(Shuts hatch. Bell. Knock.)

More food? What have you done with the two

biscuits I gave you last night ? Eh ? Breakfast ?

Oh, don't be unreasonable. Hsh !

(Closes hatch after a struggle and sits on it, facing R.,

as ETHEL emerges from cabin R. She is fresh and

radiant.)

ETHEL. Why, what have we stopped for ? This

isn't Hedge End.

SETON. Good morning. Wind's dropped. Got to

wait for the tide to turn. Nice place to wait in, isn't

it?

ETHEL. You ! How dare you speak to me ?

SETON. Oh, come now. What have I done ?

ETHEL. After the disgraceful exhibition you made

of yourself last night.

SETON. Why, you know perfectly well I wasn't

what I seemed to be.

ETHEL. You never are.

(Re-enter AUGUSTUS up L. with milk.)

AUGUSTUS, (officially) Good morning, miss. Hope

you've slept well, miss.

ETHEL. Oh, good morning, Augustus. Yes, thank

you, I slept splendidly.

AUGUSTUS. I've been to fetch this 'ere milk for

you. Ah, 'arf a mile away. I 'ad to jump no hend

of ditches. But I ain't spilt a drop of it. Not me,
not a drop. I put me hand over it.

ETHEL. Oh ! Oh, how good of you.
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(AUGUSTUS gets on deck ; puts milk by mast.)

SETON. (rises) Now, my lad, you get about your
work.

AUGUSTUS. What are you doing ? Why ain't you

swabbing the decks same as the skipper told you ?

You'll catch it.

ETHEL, (to SETON) I'm ashamed of you. Bully-

ing this poor boy, and neglecting your work, (moves

to c.)

AUGUSTUS. 'Ere. I ain't afeard of a bit o' 'ard

work.

(SETON swabs deck with mop R. c. AUGUSTUS gets

rag, kneels in front of ETHEL, who moves back from

one point to another. AUGUSTUS rubs deck hard with

a piece of cloth.)

AUGUSTUS, (speaking affectedly) It's going to

be a lovely day, I think, Willi-yum.

(SETON, L. c. gives a suppressed grunt of fury. Gets

to c. at back.)

I'm very fond o' lovely days, Willi-yum. There's a

peacefulness about 'em you don't get in dirty weather.

Don't you think so, miss ?

SETON. (between them. ETHEL backs a step) Are

you trying to make a hole in the deck there, or what ?

AUGUSTUS. I'm doing my work, Willi-yum.

ETHEL. He's doing his work. How can you ?

SETON. (to AUGUSTUS) Here, (puts mop in

AUGUSTUS'S face, wJio rolls on hatch) How far is it

to Hedge End I

H
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AUGUSTUS, (splutters) 'Bout 'arf a mile.

SETON. I'm out of tobacco, (gives money) Just

run into the place and get me some.

AUGUSTUS. 'Ave a bit o' mine, (offers his tobacco)

SETON. I said tobacco. Off you go.

AUGUSTUS, (slowly) It's no part o' the third 'and's

work (rises) to get the mate's tobacco. If you wait

SETON. Are you going or must I lift you over ?

AUGUSTUS. Yah, bully.

(SETON goes for him ; lie springs ashore and runs off

up L.)

(SETON leans on mop behind R. ETHEL crosses to

c., looking to R.)

SETON. I hope you are enjoying the trip, Miss

Smedley ?

(ETHEL is silent. SETON places mop on hatch.)

(trying again) It's the most delightful voyage I have

ever had in my life.

(ETHEL crosses to L. c.)

(pause) I wish it would last for ever, (pause) In

such genial, delightful, chatty society.

ETHEL, (leans against mast L.) Is there no way
of showing you I don't want to talk to you ? Please

do not address me again.

SETON. (goes to behind mast c.) Well, but whom
am I to address ?

ETHEL. You seem to have no fine feelings at all.

(crosses to R.) You have pained me very deeply.
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SETON. I ! Good heavens ! How ?

ETHEL. I cannot forget what I saw last night.

SETON. But that was

(Enter CAPTAIN BARLEY up L.)

CAPTAIN BARLEY. Now then ! Didn't I tell you
to call me the moment she came up ?

SETON. (annoyed) Oh, I forgot.

CAPTAIN BARLEY. Forgot ! I'll teach you to

forget orders on board my ship ! Swab the deck,

you lubber, (to ETHEL) Good morning.

ETHEL, (shakes hands) Oh, dear Captain Barley,

I'm so glad you've come.

(SETON swabs deck R., so that the CAPTAIN has to hop

over the mop.)

CAPTAIN BARLEY. How are you ? Sorry the

tide's failed us (hop to R.), but in a few hours (hop to

L.) we shall be bowling between the meadows

again (hop to R.) (bursts out furiously) What the

devil are you doing ?

SETON. Obeying orders, sir.

(ETHEL gets a step R.)

CAPTAIN BARLEY. I'm having a bit too much of

you, my fine feller. You go an' get breakfast ready,

and look sharp about it.

(SETON goes to L., going doir)> hatch L.)

(to ETHEL) What do you say to having breakfast

over there ? (points to L.)
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ETHEL. Oh, that would be delightful. What nice

things you think of.

CAPTAIN BARLEY. Don't I ! ! (shouts to SETON)

D'ye hear ? Kun out a plank.

SETON. Aye, aye, sir. (he gets a plank L.)

CAPTAIN BARLEY. And bring breakfast (pointing

to L.) there.

SETON. (while he's running the plank out) Aye,

aye, sir.

(He jumps across to bank ; hands ETHEL across.

To ETHEL as she comes down.)

I must have an explanation.

ETHEL. I can have no explanation with Bill

Stubbs. (crosses to L.)

(SETON draws plank on to bank. Goes to ETHEL.)

CAPTAIN BARLEY, (furious) Here ! What the

devil are you doing ?

SETON. But with Seton Boyne.
ETHEL. I don't see him. (she sits on tree stump

L.)

SETON. You shall in a minute.

(Enter AUGUSTUS L. He has a large nosegay of wild

flowers, which he conceals behind his back.)

CAPTAIN BARLEY. Bill Stubbs, Bill Stubbs

Augustus, run that plank over.

(AUGUSTUS does so, goes on deck, hides flowers.)

(CAPTAIN, crossing plank, goes to SETON, whom he takes
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to c., in a low voice) You trespass on my presarves

if you dare.

SETON. (loud) Trespass on your preserves, Cap-
tain ? (to ETHEL) Am I trespassing on his

CAPTAIN BARLEY. Shut your ugly face and get

breakfast double quick.

SETON (cheerfully) Aye, aye, sir.

(Jumps on deck L., disappears.)

CAPTAIN BARLEY, (to AUGUSTUS) Augustus,

bring that bucket.

(AUGUSTUS brings bucket to CAPTAIN BARLEY. Then

stares at ETHEL.)

What are you staring at ? Put it down.

(AUGUSTUS puts it down by CAPTAIN BARLEY, who

nearly sits in it. Jumps up.)

Not that way. Upside down.

(AUGUSTUS does so. CAPTAIN BARLEY sits ; turns

and sees AUGUSTUS staring.)

This crew's gone mad. What yer staring at ? Go

'an help the mate get breakfast.

(AUGUSTUS goes back to barge and disappears L. hatch.)

(CAPTAIN, sitting on bucket, and wiping his brow) It's

a trying life, a ship-master's.

ETHEL, (sympathetically) With such a crew !

CAPTAIN BARLEY. Ah ? Sometimes I wish I'd

gone in for something easier.

ETHEL, (sits on ground) But if I were a man,

I should be a sailor.
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CAPTAIN BARLEY, (shaking his head) It's a

lonely life. No society. A ship-master stands alone.

Keeping himself to himself, so to speak. He never

knows what his crew may be up to. He can't mix

with 'em becos o' dis-sipline.

ETHEL, (innocently) I shouldn't have thought
that mattered on a barge.

CAPTAIN BARLEY, (starting) Ah, I wasn't always

on a barge. I was master of a liner once, sailing be-

tween London and New Hav New Zealand.

ETHEL. Was it very long ago ? When you were

young ?

CAPTAIN BARLEY. Yes, I was very young, but it

wasn't so long ago neither. I I -
(smiles) You'd

be surprised if I told you I was grey like I am now

afore I was twenty.

ETHEL. How extraordinary.

CAPTAIN BARLEY. I'll tell you how it happened.
I was fourth mate on a sailing ship wot took fire.

The skipper was in bed, drun ill so was the first

mate. The third mate was really ill, and the second

cried like a child, (simply) It all fell on me.

ETHEL. And you saved the ship ?

CAPTAIN BARLEY. Yes. And next morning I was

as white grey as I am now.

ETHEL. Then you are not so old as you look ?

CAPTAIN BARLEY. I was only twenty-nine when

that happened, and that's (looking at her hard) seven

years ago next Monday week.

ETHEL, (she rises and sits on seat ; starting and
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instinctively m/winy (urnif <i 1/ffJf) Oh ! Twenty-
nine and seven, are you only thirty-six ?

CAPTAIN BARLEY, (injured) Why, what did you
think I was ?

ETHEL. Oh, I thought -
(rises, crosses to R. c.)

Oh, never mind. It doesn't matter, (sits on bank)

CAPTAIN BARLEY, (rises, goes to R. c. with pail)

Thirty-six years is a long timo to be lonely in

a-battling with the elements, (sits on pail) I've

often thought
ETHEL. How long they are getting breakfast.

CAPTAIN BARLEY. And mark me, it's only when a

man gets pretty near into middle age like, you may
reckon on 'is bein' faithful and true.

ETHEL. What a beautiful morning it i >.

CAPTAIN BARLEY. It 'ud be beautiful to me if it

was rainin' cats and dogs. Ah, I've often thought

what life 'ud be like in a cottage by the seaside, with

a flagstaff and a couple o' rabbits, and me sitting

there in the sun, watching my my Lily o' the Valley.

ETHEL. Are you fond of flowers ?

CAPTAIN BARLEY. Go on away. You know what

I mean, (sits on bank) One particular flower, and

now I see my chance

ETHEL, (rising) Don't you think Fd better

look after the breakfast. Something must have

happened, (crosses to L.)

CAPTAIN BARLEY. Look 'ere. (rises) The fust

moment I saw you (goes to her with bucket), I says to

myself, Jem Barley, there she is. (puts bucket down)
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ETHEL, (weakly) And there I was, you know.

(sits on tree L.)

CAPTAIN BAELEY. (sits on bucket) Wait a bit.

Wait a bit. Look at the strornery cleverness with

which I saved you last night.

ETHEL. Saved me. From what ?

CAPTAIN BARLEY. There was the Old Ship public-

'ouse swarming with your employers
ETHEL. My employers ! (in alarm) Oh, do you

mean that Major and Mrs. Smedley were there.

CAPTAIN BARLEY. Ah, and two others. A young

spark and a gell. Think what 'ud a happened if

they'd found you, if I 'adn't a got rid of 'em.

ETHEL. Oh, how did you do it ?

CAPTAIN BARLEY. Jem Barley is always calm

when there's danger. I did it just as I saved the

burning ship.

ETHEL. As you saved the burning ship, (screams)

Oh!

(He nearly falls lack. She holds him.)

(in alarm) You didn't throw water over them, did

you ?

CAPTAIN BARLEY. No, no. I up an' ordered Bill

Stubbs to pretend he was drunk.

(Meanwhile AUGUSTUS has entered off the barge L.,

with plates, cups and saucers, butter, a loaf, spoons,

etc., etc., on tray. He is wonderfully attired high
collar and big scarlet bow ; comes on to plank)
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ETHEL. Preten (shocked) Oh ! (with

Jwrror) They saw him like that ?

CAPTAIN BARLEY, (with proud satisfaction) They
did. And the horrid sight was too much for 'em.

ETHEL, (indignant) Oh, you Oh, you (crosses

R.
;
she bursts into a

fit of laughter) Oh, poor Bill

Stubbs !

CAPTAIN BARLEY, (turns to c.) Clever, warn't it?

(in speechless amazement) Augustus ! (rises)

AUGUSTUS, (on barge R. c.) Yes, sir.

CAPTAIN BARLEY. What do you mean by getting

yourself up like like a organ-grinder's monkey ?

AUGUSTUS, (offended) Well, the mate's changin',

and I didn't see

CAPTAIN BARLEY. Take 'em off.

AUGUSTUS. It's no part of the third 'and's

(ETHEL crosses to L.)

CAPTAIN BARLEY, (rises, takes tray) Take 'em

of? ! (puts tray on grass) Take 'em off at once, (sits

on bucket)

(AUGUSTUS takes coat off, then tie, then collar. CAPTAIN

BARLEY sees him.)

(with a roar ; rises, goes R. c.) Not 'ere !

(AUGUSTUS puts his collar on again.)

(Enter SETON from forecastle, comes at back to c.)

(Bell ready ivith knocks.)

(He has put on his own clothes, and looks very neat and

smart. He brings a large black kettle.)
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CAPTAIN BARLEY. Bill !

SETON. Yes, sir.

CAPTAIN BARLEY. What what what's all this ?

SETON. The only clothes I've got, sir. I can't

afford better ones.

CAPTAIN BARLEY. This crew's gone mad ! (goes

to R.) You go and take them off.

SETON. Beg pardon, sir, but I can wear what I

like.

CAPTAIN BARLEY. Very good. Very good. I'll

find you something to do that'll take the polish off

'em. (to AUGUSTUS) And you, too, my lad
; you

get my sea-boots and clean the mud off of 'em.

(AUGUSTUS goes at back to forecastle and disappears.)

(to SETON) And you, polish up the brass, and clean

the paint work.

SETON. (going down L., cheerfully) Aye, aye, sir.

CAPTAIN BARLEY. Here ! Where are you going ?

Bring the kettle.

SETON. Aye, aye, sir. (bell) (comes back down

plank to L. c.)

(Loud knocking is heard on the barge. SETON stops

dead.)

CAPTAIN BARLEY. What's that knocking ?

SETON. Must be must be Augustus, sir, knocking
the mud off them boots.

CAPTAIN BARLEY. Go an' tell him I'm a-comin' to

knock him.

SETON. (leaves kettle where he is standing, leaps on
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barge L.C., and shouts) Augustus ! stop that knock-

ing ! (sits on hatch R., hands on hatch.)

(AUGUSTUS appears with CAPTAIN'S huge sea-boots.)

AUGUSTUS, (injured) I wasn't knocking, (brushes

sea-boots, disappears.)

CAPTAIN BARLEY. Liar ! (fetches kettle and comes

down to ETHEL; sits) Will you cut the bread and

butter ?

(She does so.)

This reminds me of picnicking times at Southen

in Greenland.

(SETON sings quietly.)

ETHEL, (cutting bread and butter) I wonder

whether there is any place you have not been to.

(Bell.)

(Knocking is heard again, but CAPTAIN is busy with

ETHEL.)

CAPTAIN BARLEY. Ah, I should like to show you all

the places I've seen.

SETON. (sitting on the hatch, sings, at first softly,

but gets louder until he is bawling like a street ballad

singer )

"
Keep still, keep still, belo-ved,

For just a lit-tle whi-le
;

We're close to port an' then you'll

CAPTAIN BARLEY, (through his song) Stop that

noise ! Have you gone mad ? (goes to R.)
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SETON. (continuing) fi-i-i-ind

CAPTAIN BARLEY, (bawling) Stop it, d'ye hear

me?
(CAPTAIN BARLEY rushes up bank R. c.)

SETON. (sings) "Keep still keep still

CAPTAIN BARLEY. How dare you make that

heathenish noise aboard o' my ship ?

SETON. (with aggressive air) I was only singing.

CAPTAIN BARLEY. Singing ! If I hear you make

that row again, I'll knock your blooming head off.

(comes back pompously to ETHEL) I'll show 'em !

(sees cups, shouts) What's the extry two cups an'

saucers for ?

SETON. (from barge) Extra, sir ? There's only

four.

CAPTAIN BARLEY, (putting two aside) How dare

you try to force your company on your betters ?

SETON. Keep still, (bursts into melody again)

"
Keep still, keep still !

"

CAPTAIN BARLEY, (starting up) If I hear you

sing another word !

SETON. I can't help singing, sir; I'm so 'appy
aboard this 'ere barge, I keep forgetting myself.

(He smiles at ETHEL, she turns away.)

CAPTAIN BARLEY. Forgitting ! (holding up a cup
with great dignity) Here ! Come here.

SETON. (with a farewell admonition to the hatch)

Keep still, (jumps off barge and comes down R. c.)

CAPTAIN BARLEY. What ?
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SETON. Nothing.

CAPTAIN BARLEY. Look at that cup. Do you
call that clean ?

(SETON breathes on it, rubs it on his trousers and hands

it back to speechless CAPTAIN.)

CAPTAIN BARLEY. Go and fetch another, you

(looks at ETHEL) you mud-lark.

SETON. (picking up one of the discarded cups)

Here is another, sir. Comes o' my carefulness, (hands

it to CAPTAIN, who hands it to ETHEL)

CAPTAIN BARLEY, (furious) You you (looks

at ETHEL) make the tea !

(SETON goes at back to L. and then to c.)

(CAPTAIN takes up teapot and sits on tree, takes teapot,

holds it, and SETON raising kettle pours in a little

water.}

CAPTAIN BARLEY. Stop ! Do you call that

boiling ?

SETON. Yes, sir, boiling 'ard, sir. It was singing

away like a canary just now.

CAPTAIN BARLEY. Don't you
"
canary

"
me, cos I

won't 'ave it. It's just got the chill off, and that's

all!

(ETHEL, who is laughing^ lets the cup slip off the

saucer. As SETON stoops to pick it up a stream of

water from the kettle pours down the CAPTAIN'S leg,

CAPTAIN jumps up with a howl and with teapot

dances about to R. ETHEL gives a frightened scream

AUGUSTUS comes up, gets behind mast, laughs.)
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SETON. (with great concern) Was that your leg,

sir ? (takes teapot puts kettle down c.)

CAPTAIN BARLEY, (sits on bank R., shaking fist at

him) Was it ow !

SETON. (with grave reproof helps CAPTAIN on to

plank) I told you it was boiling, sir.

CAPTAIN BARLEY. You clumsy, meandering swab,

you've 'alf boiled me !

SETON. (with great sympathy) You'd better get

below an' let Augustus put some of 'is 'air oil on it.

CAPTAIN puts foot in mud) And you'll want to change

your your bags. Wet through, they are.

CAPTAIN BARLEY, (goes on plank) I'll pay you
out for this, my lad. I'll make you smart, (puts

leg in river)

SETON. (helping him on to barge) Accidents will

happen, Cap'n.

(CAPTAIN disappears L.
"
Oh, oh, if there wasn't

ladies aboard")

SETON. (returning, rubbing his hands) Now, this

is what I call jolly. Clever of you to drop that tea-

cup.

ETHEL, (indignantly) Do you think I did it on

purpose ?

(AUGUSTUS has landed, and is coming up to them-*

stealthily and longingly with bouquet.)

SETON. Well, it doesn't matter
; you got what we

wanted.
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ETHEL. Do you think I wanted to scald the

Captain ?
;

SETON. Rather cruel of you, but all's fair in

(sees AUGUSTUS) Now what the mischief - ?

Augustus, go and attend to the skipper. Haven't

you got any heart, you unfeeling little villain ?

AUGUSTUS. It's no part of the

SETON. (rises) Here, run away, (pushes him to

R.) Here's a penny for you to buy sweets with.

Only not peppermint balls, this time.

AUGUSTUS, (raging and throwing penny in water

violently) When I want your money, I'll ask you for it.

(crosses to ETHEL, produces nosegay from under his

coat and gives it to ETHEL) Here, miss, (to SETON)

So there ! (stalks back on to barge R. and vanishes R.

leaving ETHEL and SETON staring at him in amazement)

SETON. There you are you know. Now you sec

the havoc one lovely woman

ETHEL. Oh, do be serious.

SETON. All right. Let's have breakfast, (sits

cosily beside her on tree trunk, pours out tea, etc.)

ETHEL. Oh, but the Captain said you weren't

to breakfast here.

SETON. Ah, but I'm like Nelson, you know.

ETHEL. I can't see the faintest resemblance.

SETON. Yes. Put my blind eye to the telescope.

Now isn't this a jolly trip ? Fancy, if I hadn't

climbed up that cliff we shouldn't have been here.

ETHEL, (takes milk) I'll get father to put up a

wall with glass bottles.
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SETON. Yes. (seriously) We don't want any-

body else climbing up there, do we ? (laughs)

ETHEL. Mr. Boyne, I fear I have done you a great

wrong.

SETON. (earnestly) No ? Really ? (soothingly)

Have some bread and butter, (hands it)

ETHEL, (takes some, eats) Last night I thought

you were oh, I'm so ashamed of myself I thought

you were

SETON. I know. I did look it, didn't I ?

ETHEL, (rapturously, laughs) You looked it splen-

didly ! (both laugh) And it was all for my sake !

SETON. No, no, for mine. If I hadn't got 'em

away you wouldn't be here now.

ETHEL. Do you know, I'm beginning to be afraid

my being here now may be a mistake.

SETON. No ! Has that struck you ? Why ?

ETHEL. I thought Captain Barley was an old man.

SETON. Well, so he is.

ETHEL. No. He's only thirty-six.

SETON. Wha-at ? (laughs) Oh, nonsense !

ETHEL. He told me so himself.

SETON. (reflectively) Well, well. Poor old Bar-

ley. Wait till he sees the surprise packet !

ETHEL. The surprise packet ? Is that slang ?

SETON. (laughing) All right, never mind go on.

ETHEL. He's been so very attentive, and I'm

afraid

(AUGUSTUS appears R. and watches them, crosses at

back to L. on barge.)
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SETON. You're afraid you've awakened his boyish

affections ? Of course you have. It's your mission

in life to awaken love, wherever you go.

ETHEL, (blushing and looking down) Mr. Boyne !

SETON. (count on fingers) There's poor Mr.

Manners and Augustus and the Captain and

AUGUSTUS. (L., shouting) Cap'n Barley ! Bill's

'avin' breakfast with the lady, sir !

(CAPTAIN'S head and shoulders in shirt sleeves

appear.)

SETON. (to ETHEL who wants to move) Sit still.

CAPTAIN BARLEY, (in a roar) Bill ! Bill ! Bill !

SETON. (half turning and fluttering hand) Hulloa !

Better ?

CAPTAIN BARLEY, (choking) What d'ye mean by
settin' there after I told you not to ?

SETON. I'm only keepin' a heye on this young

lady, sir.

CAPTAIN BARLEY. Come 'ere 1

(SETON turns his back.)

You wait till I'm ready, that's all, my lord. You

wait

(Disappears in bows. AUGUSTUS disappears R. in

stern. SETON and ETHEL laugh.)

ETHEL. He's awfully angry.

SETON. Let's see. Where did I leave 'off ?

ETHEL. Oh, you were talking a lot of nonsense

SETON. / know. About your sweetness. Why, I

could talk about that all day.

I
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ETHEL. Don't waste time. I've much more

serious things to think about.

(SETON very dose to her.)

SETON. Let's put our heads together.

ETHEL. Yes. Oh ! quite so close ?

SETON. Don't you think so ? Seems to clear

one's ideas.

ETHEL. Well go on.

SETON. Let's sit quite still a minute, and think.

ETHEL, (pause. Looks at him) Well ?

SETON. Sh ! Don't disturb my thoughts.

ETHEL. You'll be asleep in a minute

SETON. Sh ! I was dreaming we were on a golden
boat on a golden sea, sailing to the Fortunate Isles

ETHEL. Instead of which

SETON. Instead of which we've got to go home and
face your father.

ETHEL. We ? Why we ? I must do that alone.

SETON. No, no. It's not the sort of thing a young
girl can do.

ETHEL. But what have you to do with it ?

SETON. Why, you see, you've eloped with me
ETHEL. Eloped? With you ? Why, I'm not

even engaged to you !

(CAPTAIN'S head appears L.)

SETON. No, thank goodness !

ETHEL, (indignant) Really !

SETON. You see, you don't marry the'people you're
engaged to.
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ETHEL, (with a start of recollection) Oh ! there's

Mr. Manners !

SETON. (starts) Where ?

ETHEL. I mean : what am I to do with him ?

(CAPTAIN comes to c., furious.)

SETON. Oh, he's second-hand give him to Lucy.
ETHEL. But how am I to explain ?

SETON. Why, it's all as simple as simple you
and I were going to London to get married special

licence

ETHEL. Ooh ! I never heard such a thing why
I only met you yesterday !

SETON. That's it. You see, long engagements
don't suit you. You've had one and it's been

disastrous. Now ours just two days seems about

the right length for you.

ETHEL. Of all the impudence ! (moves.)

SETON. It's the sea air, combined with a way we

have in the Navy ! (laughs) Think how well it'll

look in the Morning Post By special licence,

Lieutenant Seton Boyne, R.N., eldest son of Rear-

Admiral Sir Ponsonby Boyne, to Ethel

CAPTAIN BARLEY, (on barge) What's that ?

(AUGUSTUS appears R.)

(Bell ready.)

(Both rise.)

SETON. (airily) Halloa ? Got 'em on ?

CAPTAIN BARLEY. Got 'em on ! (comes off boat

to R. c. in a rage) That's your game, is it ? You come
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gallivantin' aboard my ship, with a eye to turnin'

this pore girl's head. None o' that, my fine feller.

That won't do for Jem Barley. Nor aboard the

**Eart in ''And. This young lady's in my particular

charge

SETON. (innocently) And the other lady, too,

Captain ?

CAPTAIN BARLEY. Other lady? Wot's got into

your head now ?

(AUGUSTUS appears.)

{SETON springs aboard the barge and knocks three times

thundering response from below. SETON goes down

to R.)

(Bell)

CAPTAIN BARLEY, (c., starting) Halloa, what's

that ? (bell) Off with that hatch, Augustus. (L. c.,

on bank) Don't you be afeard, my pretty. And
don't you listen to none o' his palaver. Wot I ses I

sticks to, steadfast and true, my my lily o' the

(Knocking stops no bell as hatch is opened).

ETHEL. Baldwin !

^AUGUSTUS has unfastened the hatch. It is at once

raised by the head of MRS. BALDWIN, who presents

a hideous spectacle, and fixes a basilisk stare at the

horrified CAPTAIN, who stands an image of speechless

terror. SETON is looking on with the enjoyment of

the artist. AUGUSTUS has retreated in horror at the

apparition, so that MRS. BALDWIN and the CAPTAIN

enjoy an uninterrupted view of each other.)
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BALDWIN, (to CAPTAIN who stands fascinated and

paralysed ;
she speaks slowly and in a sepulchral

voice) Oh you villain !

CAPTAIN BARLEY, (inarticulately) Wha wha

what !

BALDWIN. Oh, what I've suffered down in that

'ole ! You you corsair !

ETHEL. Poor Baldwin !

CAPTAIN BARLEY, (turns vaguely) D'you know

her ? (sits)

BALDWIN, (coming up a step) And you called me

a flirt a flirt ! Oh you you floating, whitened

sepulchre !

SETON. I say, Barley my boy you do go it, you
know.

BALDWIN. He's been courting me for weeks and

weeks. He told me I was his his his

(All eagerly attentive.)

ALL. His ?

BALDWIN. His oh, the shameful words ! hi>

Lily of the Valley !

ALL. (deeply shocked) Oh !

CAPTAIN BARLEY, (rises, in a husky voice) I

didn't. I never did !

BALDWIN. I've got his letters ! I've got his

letters, Miss Smedley.

CAPTAIN BARLEY, (ivith new horror) Miss Smed-

ley Miss Smedley not !

(BARLEY goes to SETON R. AUGUSTUS lugs top of

hatch down c.)
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SETON. (R.) Only daughter of Major Smedley,

of Cliff House. That's right.

(AUGUSTUS goes L.)

CAPTAIN BARLEY. Then who what why - ?

BALDWIN. What ivhat have you got to say for

yourself ?

CAPTAIN BARLEY, (very slowly) What have I got

to say for myself ? What have I - What have you

got to say for yourself ? You've been a encourag-

ing these two to run away.

BALDWIN. What ?

CAPTAIN BARLEY, (slowly) I suppose you didn't

think I knew you was down there ? (laughs) Ah !

There ain't much as goes on aboard my ship as I

don't know.

BALDWIN, (incredulously] Oh, indeed ! You,

looked pretty astonished when you saw me, though !

CAPTAIN BARLEY. I had my reasons for that.

BALDWIN. Reasons ?

CAPTAIN BARLEY. Yes I (to AUGUSTUS)

Augustus !

AUGUSTUS. Yes, sir?

CAPTAIN BARLEY. Go and get the lady a looking-

glass.

(MRS. BALDWIN puts her hands to her head and screams .

AUGUSTUS helps her on to deck, then places hatch on

Md.)

(Enter LUCY R., running down the cliff.)

LUCY. Ethel !

(breathlessly) Oh, I haven't time
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to kiss you (kisses her), dear, or to tell you how glad

I am to see you, or to wonder who these people are,

or what you're doing here, or where (gets L.) you've

been. How could you keep us up all night ! and such

a night I hope I may never spend again ;
and if you

don't want to be locked up all of you and carried off

to prison the Major's coming!
ETHEL. Oh !

SETON. (heroically) Ethel ! I am here !

ETHEL. Yes, that's the worst of it ! Dear Cap-
tain Barley do save us !

SETON. Pooh! He can't. He's helpless, (crosses

to ETHEL.)

CAPTAIN BARLEY, (roaring) What ! helpless !

You may be a Har Hen or you may not, but Jem

Barley is commander o' this ship, and in the face of

danger Jem Barley takes the helium ! Stand by !

(to LUCY anxiously) Where is the Major ?

LUCY, (crosses to c.) He's coming down the hill

with Auntie and Herbert and Dibbs, as fast as he can.

Thank goodness he can't come very fast.

CAPTAIN BARLEY. You go back, miss, and 'inder

^im ! 'Inder 'im as much as you can. (gets R.)

LUCY, (crosses to R., to ETHEL) Oh, I wouldn't

be in your shoes !

(Exit R. ETHEL goes to SETON.)

CAPTAIN BARLEY, (to BALDWIN) You go into

Miss Smedley's cabin and make yourself respectable.

BALDWIN. Down there again, (firmly) Never
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CAPTAIN BARLEY. (R., sternly) Go and do your

'air ! Augustus, you go and help her.

AUGUSTUS. (R. on deck, looking at MRS. BALD-

WIN with fear and trembling) It's no part o' the third

'and's dooty to

CAPTAIN BARLEY. What's that ?

(MRS. BALDWIN, leaning heavily on AUGUSTUS'S

shoulder, is led off sobbing to R. of deck', AUGUSTUS

gets middle.)

CAPTAIN BARLEY, (goes to c.) Now you two.

ETHEL, (humbly) Yes, Captain, (goes to him)

CAPTAIN BARLEY. D'you know what I've a mind

to do ? It would sarve you right if I read the

marriage service over you. (murmurs off R.)

SETON. Good idea !

ETHEL, (melodramatically) Oh no, no ! not that f

(wistfully) Besides, you couldn't could you ?

(voices off R.) Oh, here they come ! (goes to L.)

(Enter on bank R. MAJOR, MRS. SMEDLEY, LUCY,

MANNERS, DIBBS following.)

MAJOR, (comes to R. c. on bank) There she is

don't hold me, anybody !

(Nobody thinks of it.)

ETHEL, (crosses to R. c.) Good morning, father !

(with a cry she rushes into her mother's arms) Oh !

MRS. SMEDLEY. Oh, Ethel !

MAJOR, (to ETHEL) Come away ! (parts them,

ETHEL gets L. c.) How the devil am I to talk to

you
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CAPTAIN BARLEY (on bank R. c.) Excuse me.

Major Smedley, I believe ?

MAJOR. Who the devil are you, sir ?

CAPTAIN BARLEY. Captain James Barley of the

'Eart in 'And.

MAJOR. What is my daughter doing in your com-

pany, sir ? (shouts) Damme, I'll

CAPTAIN BARLEY. Major I do not allow bad

language in the presence of the fair sects

MAJOR, (bursting) Upon my soul ! Upon my soul I

CAPTAIN BARLEY. At a late hour last night me

and this young gentleman a sailor-man like my-
self

ETHEL. Seton ! (she crosses to him)

CAPTAIN BARLEY. Found this young lady wander-

ing 'eart-broken by the roaring sea, 'aving been

turned out of 'ome by a cruel parent

MRS. SMEDLEY. (R. of MAJOR) Oh, William !

MAJOR. I told you so, ma'am !

CAPTAIN BARLEY. I offered 'er the 'ospitibility

of my ship

MAJOR. Why didn't you bring her home ?

CAPTAIN BARLEY, (dramatically) The hour was

late : you were snug in bed.

MAJOR. Snug in bed ! Snug in damn !

CAPTAIN BARLEY. Hush, oh hush ! At sunrise

this morning we set sail for Hedge End. We were

just going to bring her to you

MRS. SMEDLEY. Oh, Ethel ! Alone among these

rough men !
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CAPTAIN BARLEY. Alone no, ma'am, (to AUGUS-

TUS) Augustus ! (gets to L. c.) Ask the lady to step

this way when she's fit to look at. (to MRS. SMEDLEY)

No, ma'am, Jem Barley knows better than that.

Your faithful servant Jane was also wandering about

by the roaring sea looking for her, and we found her

a a berth too. (looks to SETON)

(BALDWIN appears R. c.)

MAJOR. Baldwin ! (turns to R.)

ALL. Baldwin !

MRS. SMEDLEY. Oh, thank goodness !

CAPTAIN BARLEY, (turns MAJOR to L.) I do not

ask you to thank me, Major
MAJOR, (goes to CAPTAIN, furious) Thank you !

Thank you ! (turns to MANNERS) Here, Manners,

here she is

MANNERS, (comes down R. of MAJOR) Excuse me,

Major (bows to ETHEL) you told me to withdraw,

you know.

MAJOR. Withdraw ? Damme, sir, do you refuse

to marry my daughter ?

MANNERS. Yes, sir. I'm engaged to your niece.

(brings LUCY down on his R.)

(ETHEL goes up L. c. and down L.)

MAJOR. Lucy ! And what about my daughter,

sir?

SETON. (comes to L. c.) She'll be all right, Major.

MAJOR, (crosses to SETON) Who the devil are

you, sir?
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SETON. My name's Seton Boyne. I'm a lieuten-

ant on board the Termagant

MAJOR. Very well then I'll horsewhip you

(MRS. SMEDLEY kisses LUCY. LUCY and MANNERS

exeunt R.)

CAPTAIN BARLEY. Hold 'ard ! (R. of MAJOR, in

husky and impressive confidence) Only son of Rear-

Admiral Sir Pumpsonby Boyle

MAJOR. What ?

CAPTAIN BARLEY. Har Hen !

MAJOR. Ho !

CAPTAIN BARLEY. Bart. !

MAJOR. You come home with me at once, miss.

(goes to R.)

(CAPTAIN goes on bank.)

ETHEL. Very well, father. Come along Seton !

SETON. Yes then we can talk it over quietly.

MAJOR, (goes to SETON) If you think you can

talk anything over quietly with me, sir

SETON. Well, I'll talk it over quietly.

(SETON and ETHEL get L.)

MRS. SMEDLEY. (on bank c., pointing to CAPTAIN)

Don't you think ? (whispers)

MAJOR. Eh ? Oh well - Hum ! (coughs dig

with stick) (to CAPTAIN) Thank'ee. (goes to R. on

bank)

CAPTAIN BARLEY. Grunted.

MAJOR. What ?

CAPTAIN. Granted
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(MAJOR goes to R.)

MRS. SMEDLEY. (kindly, to CAPTAIN) You have

been very kind and noble. I shall never forget you.

Good-byQ. (goes to R.)

MAJOR. Ethel !

SETON. Are you going home now, Major Smedley ?

MAJOR. We are, sir.

SETON. That's my way too. I have to pass your

house.

MAJOR. You you young

(AUGUSTUS helps MRS. BALDWIN on land.)

MRS. SMEDLEY. William !

MAJOR, (to her) Man all I've got to say is

MRS. SMEDLEY. Don't say it !

(Exeunt R. ETHEL and SETON linger behind, and are

half concealed by shrubs. ETHEL seated L.)

BALDWIN. Jem !

CAPTAIN BARLEY, (c.) Good-bye, ma'am.

BALDWIN. Oh Jem ! (comes down R.C.)

DIBBS. Come along o' me, Jane.

(AUGUSTUS takes tray, pail, etc., on deck.)

BALDWIN. John ! Oh, John if you knew what

I've suffered ! Like a mouse in a mouse-trap

without any cheese.

CAPTAIN BARLEY. (L. of MRS. BALDWIN) Flirt \

(MRS. BALDWIN looks at CAPTAIN BARLEY frightened.

Exeunt MRS. BALDWIN and DIBBS R. Pause.)

Augustus !
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AUGUSTUS, (miserably) Yes, sir ?

CAPTAIN BARLEY. How's the tide ?

AUGUSTUS. Just on the turn, sir.

(CAPTAIN moves up towards barge. ETHEL and

SETON emerge from L., come to c.)

ETHEL, (to SETON) Go on, Seton, I'll follow.

SETON. I say you won't bolt again ? (crosses

to R., stands apart and looks on)

ETHEL, (tenderly) Captain Barley Captain Bar-

ley!

CAPTAIN BARLEY, (who was just crossing the plank)

Eh?
ETHEL. I I want to thank you

(Music)

CAPTAIN BARLEY, (with dignity) No call to thank

me, miss. What I've done I've done cheerful, (going)

ETHEL. Won't you shake hands ?

CAPTAIN BARLEY, (holding back) Lor, miss, my
rough 'ands ain't fit to touch yours !

ETHEL. Oh, Captain Barley can't you forgive

me?
CAPTAIN BARLEY. Forgive ? There, there.

(with sincere emotion) God bless you, miss.

SETON. (coming forward) You're a you're a

brick, you know.

(Bell ready.)

CAPTAIN BARLEY, (furious) Eh ? what ?

Well ! (after a manly struggle) Put it there, sir.

(AUGUSTUS lowers leeboards, hauls up sails L.)
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SETON. (heedlessly) I say ! You must come to

the wedding !

(CAPTAIN winces, going on board, takes plank in.)

ETHEL. Sh ! (crosses to SETON) Good-bye,

Captain Barley, and many, many thanks.

CAPTAIN BARLEY. You're welcome, miss.

(They move off L. SETON with his arm round her.)

CAPTAIN BARLEY, (looking after them) Augustus

up with the anchor.

AUGUSTUS. Aye, aye, sir !

(AUGUSTUS hauls up anchor, boat moves to L. a foot.)

Lower them brails.

AUGUSTUS. Aye, aye, sir ! (lowers sail c.)

(CAPTAIN fastens brail rope R. AUGUSTUS looks to R.,

holds on mast.)

CAPTAIN BARLEY. What's the matter with you ?

(unfastens tiller)

(Bell.)

AUGUSTUS, (desperately^ between howls)
"
T-t-tooth-

ache, sir.

(Boat moves to c.)

CAPTAIN BARLEY, (taking the helm) You're a

young fool, that's what you are. (aside) But there,

so am I. Affability, that's what it is, no harm too

much affability.

(As the barge, borne by the tide, begins to move)

THE CURTAIN FALLS.

(PICTURE.)
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ACT III.

(Alternative rendering when there is no room for a

moving barge.)

An open meadow. On the L. a shrub-clad cliff rises

abruptly and the commencement of a path is seen

winding up it. At the back an embanked river runs

diagonally across the stage from behind the cliff on

the L. to nearer the footlights on the R., where it loses

itself in a plantation of firs. On the farther side the

tops of the rushes and flags in flower are seen. Be-

yond the river there is a wide expanse of flat meadow

landscape bounded on the horizon by doivns, similar

to that seen through the gap in the shrubs on the R. in

ACT I. It is very early morning. Birds call off.

A barge is lying at anchor off the near bank. All is

still on board. (Pail of mud between embankment

and barge R. c. Tree trunk doivn L.)

(Enter MANNERS down cliff-path. He is in flannels

and has a rough bath-towel round his neck. He sits

down and proceeds to unfasten boot.)

MANNERS, (yawning) Ha, ha, h', h', hum
Ooh ! (shakes his head)
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(Enter LUCY, running down the path. As MANNERS

looks up she stops.)

MANNEES. Hullo ! (springs up)

LUCY. Mr. Manners.

MANNERS. Good morning, Miss Dallas, (shakes

hands) By Jove, you look as fresh as if you had

had a good night's rest !

LUCY. How can you say such a thing, when you

loiow I've been up all night crying with auntie, while

you
MANNERS. I've been up all night being sworn at

by the Maj or. He's caught an awful cold can't swear

-distinctly. I left him snoring in the billiard-room.

Even his snores are threatening.

LUCY. And now he's swearing again.

MANNERS. In his sleep ? Wonderful !

LUCY. No, of course not. Dibbs woke him up.

Dibbs thinks he's got a clue.

MANNERS. Dibbs '11 think anything. He is all

imagination, Dibbs is. What is it ?

LUCY. I couldn't hear very well. They were both

talking at once, especially uncle. Something about

Ethel going on a ship.

MANNERS. Ship !

LUCY. Yes.

MANNERS. What for ?

(LucY shakes her head. MANNERS sits L. on upper end

of tree.)

LUCY, (admiringly) How calm you are !
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MANNERS. Well, what do you expect ? etc., etc.

APPENDIX to page 108, line 3. (Alternative render-

ing when there is no room for a moving barge)

(Exeunt LUCY and MANNERS L.)

(Enter CAPTAIN BARLEY and SETON on barge.)

SETON. 'Morning, Cap'n. Pretty place, Cap'n.

The young lady'll be able to go ashore and pick butter-

cups and daisies.

CAPTAIN BARLEY. Young lady ! You speak when

you're spoken to, my lad, and not afore, else you an'

me won't talk alike. Go and wash them decks.

SETON. Why, I washed 'em only half an hour

ago!

CAPTAIN BARLEY. It don't matter if you washed

'em arf a minute ago. Wash 'em again.

(SETON lowers mop down L. and washes deck.)

Augustus ! Augustus !

AUGUSTUS, (coming up forecastle, yawning ; sulkily)

Yes ! (etc., etc., page 110, line 3.)



ACT I.

LIGHTING PLOT.

Everything full up White.

PROPERTY PLOT.

Grass mat to cover stage.

Flag-staff with Union Jack flying up stage c.

Telescope on tripod B. of rose-bush up stage c.

Large rose-bush up stage c.

Rustic seat down stage B.

Rustic stool B. of seat down stage B.

Oval flower-bed containing geraniums and hydrangeas c.

Garden chair up stage B. c.

Garden chair down stage L.

Rose-bushes and hollyhocks about stage everywhere.
Wheelbarrow and rake ready off L.

Cloak on seat B., hat on chair L.

"
Pink'un

" on stage at opening.
Novel on stage at opening.

Tobacco, matches, paper parcel of cigars (3), coins, pipe.

Bread and cheese.

Hand-bag off L.

ACT II.

LIGHTING PLOT.

Float and first batten full up.

Lengths at all doors

Blue lime on back cloth.
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Amber lime on perches.

White length behind back cloth (transparency).
Electric fire.

Two electric underground glass globes to resemble gas over

fireplace.

Gas jet on counter to light cigars, etc.

PROPERTY PLOT.

Public-house counter down R. of scene.

Practical beer engine on counter.

Till under counter.

Bottles, whisky and brandy, barrels, cigar-boxes, glasses,

etc., etc., on shelves behind counter.

Pewter pots, black jacks, jugs, matches, candle in stick, etc.,

on counter.

Model of ship over bar door R.

Model of ship over fireplace c.

Model of barge over staircase landing.

Model of ship over c. doors.

Model of fish over window opening.

Stuffed dog in case over door on landing.

Pictures of ships between models on scene.

Kitchen table c.

Windsor chair underneath table.

Windsor chair down L.

Window-seat inside circular window.

High-backed wooden settle each side of fire.

Pipes, tobacco, money, real beer in engine, etc.

Tea-tray ready off R.

Glass crash ready off R.

Two wet umbrellas ready off up R.

Hand-bag ready off up R.

Stool below R.

Two barrels under staircase.

Red window curtain in bow window.

Small red curtain on lower pane of each c. door.

Door mat at foot of c. doors.

Small mat at foot of stairs.
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Cheap oilcloth up stairs.

5 note for Seton.

Strip of American cloth off at c. doors to represent wet pave-
ment.

Rain barrel off L.

China ornaments. Toby jugs (5), etc., on mantelshelf.

Clock on mantelshelf. ^

Old sporting rifle over mantelshelf and under model of ships.
Concertina ready off R.

Prop, concertina on stage.

Six-inch platform behind bar to raise Mrs. Porter up.
Parcel (brown paper) ready off L.

ACT III.

LIGHTING PLOT.

Everything full up White.

PROPERTY PLOT.

Barge fully rigged. 27 ft. long

Log (tree) down L.

Grass cloth

Quantities of reeds and hemlocks.

Tea-things and tray on barge.

Milk-jug on barge.

Mop on barge.

Bucket on barge.
Plank on barge.

Hair-brush and looking-glass on barge.
Bird call off L.

Bath-towel for Manners.
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